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Galen Ash devoted to BG
Police chief has been serving community for 34 years

Bowling Green Police Chief Galen Ash (left) speaks lo Alvle Perkins, Wood County commissioner. Ash has served as Bowling
Green's police chief for IS years, for a total of 34 years on the ci-
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'owling Green Police
Chief Galen Ash cares about
the community of Bowling
Green and works hard to make
sure the city is a safe place to
live for both residents and
University students.
In his 34 years here, IS of
which he has served as the
chief. Ash has tried to build a
good rapport with both University students and city residents
alike.
A native of nearby Weston,
Ohio, Ash said he has been offered positions in bigger cities.

However, he said he has chosen to stay because he likes the
community of Bowling Green
too much to leave.
"I really care about this
community. I'm from here and
I never want to leave here,"
Ash said. "It's never boring living in a college town - that's
for sure."
While the students' views on
issues and policies are often
different than those of residents. Ash said he and his staff
have worked with both portions of the community to solve
problems.

ty's police force. He said he has stayed In the community because
he grew up In this area and It's "never boring.''

There are times however
where it is seems that the
police can't please either
group, he said.
"The police always seem to
lose in these situations. We
either overreacted or did not
act enough, depending what
side you are on," Ash said.
For the most part, relations
between the University and
city are good, as the University
serves to provide a lot of the
activity in the community. Ash
said.
"The University's calendar
is the bible around here," Ash

said. "There are always events,
activities and sporting events."
Bowling Green is a college
town that prides itself on education. Ash said. This means
higher standards for his police
officers than in most other
communities.
To be hired for the Bowling
Green Police Division, a prospective employee must have
at least a two-year degree. The
law requires a high-school degree.
See ASH, page four.

Israeli cabinet
attempts to
end Arab fury
on Wednesday. The Israelis have
said they will go.
The Palestinians are demandJERUSALEM - Israel's Cabi- ing the removal of the 120,000
net ordered some Jewish extre- Jewish settlers in the West Bank
mists disarmed and up to 1,000 and Gaza Strip, using the outcry
Palestinian prisoners freed in an over the massacre to force an Iseffort Sunday to smother Arab sue Israel wants to defer until
fury over the Hebron Mosque later in the peace process.
Massacre.
The army sealed off the occuThe violence did not abate. At pied zones, with a population of 1
least three Palestinians died as million Palestinians, for an inclashes between Arabs and Is- definite period. Thousands of
raeli troops spread across the oc- Arabs defied curfews to stone
cupied lands and the Jewish state soldiers in rainswept streets and
itself, leaving the Middle East throw up barricades of burning
peace process still in jeopardy.
tires.
The military said the operation
PLO chairman Yasser Arafat
dismissed the Israeli govern- launched late Saturday was to
ment crackdown on Jewish ex- prevent Arab attacks in Israel
tremists opposed to peace talks and anti-Arab attacks by Israelis.
as "hollow and superficial."
"These are empty decisions
^Altermatl^r
which have no relation with the
seriousness of the crime or with
Middle East massacre
the basis of resolving it," Arafat
told The Associated Press at his
</ Israel ordered up to 1,000
headquarters in Tunis, Tunisia
He charged Israeli troops were Palestinian prisoners set free to
involved in the bloodbath at the
smother Arab fury over the Hebron
mosque Friday, a claim Israel
mosque massacre.
has denied. The government says
</ At least three Palestinians died
a lone Jewish settler attacked the
victims with an assault rifle
in clashes between Arabs and
while they prayed.
Israeli troops.
The Arab League voted Sunday
</ The Arab League voted Sunday
night to ask the U.N. Security
night to ask the U.N. Security
Council to investigate the massaCouncil to investigate the
cre. Its 22 members urged the
massacre.
United States and Russia to provide protection for Palestinians
in the Gaza Strip and the West But it blocked 80,000 Palestinians
Bank.
from their jobs in Israel.
Arabs also played down the
Cabinet's order for the release of
Hundreds of young people also
Palestinian prisoners this week. rioted in Jaffa, Nazareth and
Many of the inmates affected other Arab towns inside Israel,
have served the bulk of their sen- setting vehicles on fire and
tences and had been expected to blocking streets.
be released next month as part of
Israeli-PLO efforts to begin limAn Associated Press check of
ited self-rule for Palestinians.
hospitals Sunday evening deDespite criticisms of Israel's termined that 62 Palestinians had
moves. Prime Minister Yitzhak been killed in violence since FriRabin said he hoped talks with day morning, including 39 at the
the Palestine Liberation Organi- Hebron mosque. More than 350
zation would resume.
were reported wounded.
"We expect that regardless of
the tragic event that took place in
Israel's environment minister,
Hebron on Friday, the Palestin- Yossi Sarid, said the 14-member
ians, the PLO, will... realize that Cabinet voted unanimously to
the only way to solve the problem disarm some Jewish extremists,
Is to accelerate the process, to forcibly if necessary, and was
find a solution," Rabin said at an studying the legal position of outinternational Jewish media con- lawing extremist factions.
ference.
In Tunis, Arafat assembled the
The main target of the crackPLO leadership Sunday to decide down is Kach, a militant movewhether to respond to an invita- ment founded by Rabbi Meir Kation by President Clinton to re- hane. He was assassinated in
sume peace talks in Washington New York in 1990.
by Ed Blanche
The Associated Press

Native-American speaker to Firelands gains USG vote
start Women's History Month College's student government added to general assembly
by Robin Coe
News staff writer

A Native-American rights activist will adcress
racism and feminism tonight to kick off the beginning of Women's History Month
Winona Laduke, director of the White Earth
Land Recovery Project, has spoken at many universities across the United States. She is also a
founding member of Women of all Red Nations,
the president of the Indigenous Womens' Network
and the recipient of the Reebok Human Rights Award.
Elizabeth West, coordinator of Women for Women, said it was Important to bring Laduke to the
University to address the combination of racism
and feminism.

INSIDE
N EW S

"I feel It is important because so many people
don't think about other ethnic groups," West said.
"We wanted to bring a voice that is usually silent."
West said It Is important to bring women from
different ethnic groups to the University to speak
about the feminist movement.
Laduke will speak about her experience in her
speech,"Native American Women and Activism."
The speech will take place tonight In the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom in the University Union at 7:30
p.m.
A reception sponsored by the women's studies
department will take place afterward.
The Native-American woman's voice is not
heard enough at the University, according to ethnic studies assistant professor Linda Pertusati.
CAMPUS:
Members of the Racism
Reduction Center and other
panelists addressedthe realltles and remedies of racism at a meeting Thursday
night
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"It's time we realized that Firestudents to vote in USG's Presilands is a great resource to this
dential elections.
"The bill's approval is a big University," Fair added. "They
■ The student government of victory," said USG senator Matt already send a couple of hundred
Firelands College has been added Fair, one of the three presidential students to the main campus
to the Undergraduate Student candidates in the March 8 elec- every semester. Hopefully, making them feel more welcome will
Government
tion.
He has already begun to list the encourage more students to go."
general asseminclusion of Firelands into USG
bly through a
David Meeks, Firelands stubill approved
as one of his achievements, he dent government vice-president,
said.
has been another advocate of
last week.
The bill al"Most people don't realize that strengthening the ties between
lows Firelands STUNCT MIVHUMBIT we lose a lot of the Firelands stu- Firelands and the University.
dents to other universities," Fair
"I think it's very good for Fireto have a seat
said. "That's partly due to the lands to have representation on
on USG's genfact that Firelands students don't the main campus," Meeks said.
eral assembly
feel they're really a part of this
and also perSee USG, page four.
mits Firelands
University."
by Lawrence Hannan
News staff writer
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The Brady handgun bill
will become law Monday
and officials want Ohio's
federally licensed firearms
dealers to know It.
• Page 6.
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hockev team blew a
three-goal lead Friday in a
heart-breaking loss to
Western Michigan. BG re
bounded Saturday against
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Today, considerable
cloudiness with a chance of
riurrles.Hlgh near 35.
southwest winds 5 to IS
mph. Chance of snow is 40
percent. Tonight, snow
likely with a low around 25.
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Scott DeKatch
Insider editor

For several years now, the Hispanic community
of Bowling Green has been trying to bring a
Spanish cable channel to the city.
With a large influx of migrant workers in the
summer and a strong representation of Hispanic
students at the University, many feel it would be an
asset and a necessity for the community.
However, earlier this month, Wood Cable TV denied the most recent request to bring Univision -- the
Spanish channel -- to the University, because the
station is operating on low revenue levels.
Two years ago, various campus organizations rallied to request the Black Entertainment Channel and
it was granted. Because of this, it is important for
members of the Hispanic community to have the
same opportunity.
Both Univision and BET provide a variety of programming for minorities, including news programs,
videos, sprots programs and other types of shows.
Often people from other countries come to America and lose their identity because they become too
Americanized.
It is important for minorities to assimilate but also
to be able to have something to relate to their culture.
We at The News believe that Univision should be
available for the community. However, we recognize
the problems that Wood Cable is having in not only
granting the request for Univision but also with running the station without receiving any additional
revenue.
According to Larry Miller, general manager of
Wood Cable TV, the company has been operating at
1992 revenue levels because of changes the Federal
Communications Commission has made. The rate
freeze for the county's nine smaller systems has
been extended because of the FCC's guidelines.
Because of this and the fact that the company cannot take on anymore operational costs, Miller said
the company can do nothing to increase expenses,
including new programming.
As it is, Miller said if problems continue the way
they are, the current channels offered may not exist.
While Wood Cable may not be able to add Univision
at the present time, we believe that they should when
and if the opportunity arises.
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An overpopulation of P.C.
The year is 2100 AD. and
planet Earth is In a state of dire
poverty, with each man, woman
and child struggling to get by.
People are sleeping any place
they can find to lay their weary
heads, with many sleeping sardined next to each other. The
food and water supply is short,
resulting in food being processed
into small wafers and only one
gallon of water is allowed per
week. Life for everyone is quite
serene. Just when everything is
moving at a snail's pace, life is
about to drastically change.
Charlton Heston suddenly appears with startling news and
yells, "Soylent Green is people."
That was the picture portrayed
last week in San Francisco at the
American Association for the
Advancement of Science. The
world will be in a situation of
"absolute misery, poverty,
disease and starvation," by 2100,
according to David Pimentel of
Cornell University. He said there
must be a huge population reduction to two billion people, from
the current six billion worldwide. This is necessary In order
to maintain a middle-class standard of life. The earth's population is expected to reach 12 to IS
billion.
The U.S. should drastically reduce its population to 200 million,
but it most likely will reach 500
million, according to Pimentel.
Pimentel predicts that the standard of living in the U.S. will be
slightly better than present-day
China.
All of this is nothing but
psychobabble, and there is no
evidence to support this reasoning. How can anyone possibly
rationalize that the future will
mirror the scenes in the movie
Soylent Green? We could feed all

his research suggested level of
200 million.
The idea that the entire world
is going to be in poverty is totally
absurd and of f-base.
Political Correctness Summit:

Rick
Hackbarth
the starving people in this world
with what the food restaurants
throw away on a daily basis. Two
percent of this country works as
farmers, and we are still able to
feed over 250 million people.
Technology is advancing at such
a rapid rate, and with all of the
new modern technology we will
be able to find a way to feed all
the people of tommorrow.
What came out of the study
presented in San Francisco is the
kind of information organizations like Greenpeace and Amnesty International crave for.
This type of inadequate research
is used to promote causes like
"Save the Whale," and "Save the
Rain Forest." These causes
create nothing but hysteria
These radical organization want
you to believe the earth is running out of natural resources,
and nothing could be further
from the truth. Sure, some resources are more scarce than
others, but we won't run out of
them.
I would like to know how Pimentel recommends reducing
the world's population by two
thirds. He'd probably send Jack
Kevorkian to everyone that has a
terminable disease, and increase
the abortion rate until we reach

Faculty and students last week
came together to give their views
on political correctness, with

we try to "punish," those who say
things we don't like to hear. That
is true, but Ludd seems to contradict himself by saying he
fears the political left "is turning
into the same type of fascist regime that we have from the political right."
I consider myself from the political right, just like he considers himself from the political

These radical organizations want you to
believe the earth is running out of natural
resources, and nothing could be further
from the truth.
those in favor and opposing giving their opinions. Jack Taylor,
assistant vice-president of multicultural affairs, said politically
correct actions and words should
be "morally correct." Sam Melendez sided with this view of political correctness. How does one
dictate what Is "morally correct," and what isn't. Also, how
does morality fall in line with political correctness?
One can be morally right and
still be politically incorrect.
Many people with religious beliefs are often called politically
Incorrect, and they try to do what
Is morally right. Morality and political correctness are not the
same thing, yet doing the morally
right thing can appear to be politically correct. Being considerate
of how others may feel is doing
the right thing, not just the politically correct thing to do.
Political correctness does not
respect another person's opinion
if it is different, and the right to
free speech. Political correctness
is censorship, and not the free
flow of ideas. Steven Ludd said

left, and I'm not part of a "fascist
regime." At least Ludd admits
he's not politically correct, and
I'm sure he's not, but he should
not call those on the right part of
a "fascist regime."
Sam Melendez, who claims to
be politically correct, is quite
hypocritical. He has this to say
about political correctness: "I
just think it's about treating people with dignity and respect."
Well, Melendez doesn't exactly
"treat everyone with dignity and
respect," in his opinion columns.
I don't care what he writes about,
but he says one thing and does
the other. In his last column, he
calld USG "a group of people
pseudo-intellectually masturbating over a bunch of suggestion
cards." Is that really politically
correct and doing the "morally
correct," thing Sam? I would say
not.
Rich Hackbarth is a weekly
columnist for The BG News.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Education creates
concrete foundation
for future
The BG News:
Surely columnist David Coehrs
Is kidding! You would think that,
of all people, a budding journalist, who seeks a career writing
about the whole world of people,
places, things and ideas would
grasp the glory of a liberal education. Has he ever read the columns of the real heavy-hitters in
the business, whose highly eclectic, insightful writings show the
mark of a truly broad education,
the opportunity for which Coehrs
seems to have little regard?
No, you won't learn it all In college, and you certainly won't remember it all, but you'll have a
better Idea of where it comes
from, what it means and how to
find it when you need it. In a uni-

versity, you are fortunate enough
to have a brief window of opportunity to systematically learn
about the world in a way that is
the envy of most of the earth's
population.
Richard Ciof f ari
Professor of performance
studies

Prejudice against
gay population
needs to stop
I jealously admire Rick Hackbarth's ability to change and
twist around ideas and weak
facts to manipulate people into
believing something ridiculously
absurd. This is called propaganda. However, I do not appreciate your feeding the public
false information to rile up ignorant prejucides against gays.
Homosexuals and bisexuals do
not want special rights above

everyone else as you stated.
These people want equal rights
like everyone else. And did you
take into consideration the credibility of your statistics?
According to your survey, one
percent of the population is gay.
What kind of people were surveyed? Mothers and fathers?
Professional football players?
The men at Cassldy's heterosexual meat market on Friday
nights? And did anyone consider
checking the closets? On my
floor, there live 40 men - four of
which I know are gay. That's 10
percent right there!
And you believe homosexuality
being included in sex education
In school may "convert," heterosexuals? The purpose of this
education Is to stop ignorance
and prejudice - not to spread it like you are doing with your propoganda.
JeffHelt
Junior
German/Spanish education

Pro-life issue
bloated by
today's men
The BG News:
Get a clue David Coehrs.
There are many social issues
you overlook in your fetus and
the wonders of early cell division
babble. You have no place in the
argument. The only impact you
have is whether you choose to
take your own responsibility and
wrap it during the scant amount
of time you are involved. It's
called prevention. It's called intelligence. Why don't you start
there?
Shannon Merrill
Senior
Magazine Journalism
I

)
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Opinion page is just a Trying to understand
outward prejudice
shelter for victims
In response to Andrea Wood's
column "New Traditions Necessary," I have but one response.
Simply amazing.
In no other words can I express
my sincere amazement at the
endless parade of social disparity
that the opinion pages of this
publication spew forth on a daily
basis. It would not be much of a
stretch to remove the "Opinion,"
title from the page and print the
majority of the columns under
the collective headline, "7 am
victim— hear my cry."
Animal rights; gay rights;
women's rights; hyphenated
am mean rights; smokers rights;
non-smokers rights; children's
rights; parental rights; environmental rights; student's rights;
elederly rights. I think you get
the picture.
What do all of these movements have in common? Many
things, in fact. Each has stemmed
from our nation's history, as
many of the people mentioned
above were unable to get a fair
shake in this country. We have
passed law upon law to rectify
the injustices of that history.
Doors have been opened to many
who never before had the
chances they now have - be it for
employment, housing or education.
But still, even with all that has
been done, many of the wedges
between segments of our society
still remain. All, then, that is left
for us to do is figure out why.
"Easy," you say. "Minorities,
women and homosexuals are victims of a systemic and institutional oppression that has been
continually perpetuated by
white, European-American males
over the entire existence of this
nation." I wish I had a dime for
every time I've heard, "White
males are dominators, oppres-

sors and sexual predators that
are responsible for all past and
present atrocities committed
against...(enter your group here.)
Is my point becoming clear? If
not, let me spell it out for you.
Yes. Historically, white males
have been an oppressive power.
Yes. Women and minorities have
not been given equal opportunity,
be it above or below the law.
However, to collectively lump all
of today's social ills on the backs
of white males shows a blatant
disregard for inquiry and introspection.

dying from AIDS anyway.
For God's sake, shoot me now!
If this is the brand of graduates
we are turning out today, I shudder to think what it will be like
when these folks are in charge.
What ever happened to the
principles that this country was
founded on? Give every person
equal opportunity and let the
chips fall where they may. Don't
give them mandates - don't give
them quotas. Give them a job
based on their abilities, qualities
and talents. Merit, and merit
alone. To do anythig but is

In no other words can I express my sincere
amazement at the endless parade of social
disparity that the opinion pages of this
publication spew forth on a daily basis.
The myth of all white males as
oppressing, harassing, raping,
cigarette smoking, gut hanging
over the belt, backwoods bubbas
is old, and quite frankly, weak.
This myth is bolstered, raised
and spoon fed to unsuspecting
"skulls full of mush," on campuses all across this nation on a
daily basis, this university not
excluded.
The unmistakable result is college students, the "reality deprived," as I like to call them,
who think that all they have to
look forward to upon graduation
from these fine institutions is a
crummy, low-wage job; will face
endless sexual harassment, corporate glass ceilings and a decaying planet; and they will probably
develop cancer from overexposure to ultra-violet rays because evil business tycoons make
a hole in the ozone which will
probably be inconsequential
anyway and everyone that survives global warming will end up

demeaning to them, and demeaning to this country. We can give
and give until there is nothing
left, after which all we will have
Is a population left expecting
more, like a suckling pig separated from its mother.
I will agree that not everyone
is given equal opportunity. But
let's not confuse lack of opportunity with lack of ability or lack of
will to improve one's lot in life.
There is absolutely no reason
that anyone should be denied opportunity. Once that opportunity
is given, they should be left to
their own.
I firmly believe that once you
get out into the world and experience these things first hand, you
will see that a lot of people are in
the position they are in because
they choose to be there.
Norman E. Van Ness is a guest
columnist for The BG News.

Trust is the issue with
African-Americans
Jason T. Jackson responds to David Coehrs' column
This is being written to enlighten a very confused man,
David Coehrs. Dave, you had
me as a fan for some time. The
Olscamp letter was art. That
was the most emotional column
I have ever read or supported.
Now you have lost me.
Dave, I like people. I like all
kinds of people for all kinds of
reasons. Hell, I like so many
people that my significant
other, Shirelle Wright, would
contend that it is a character
flaw. But I can't stand people
who lack common sense. This
is what your attempt at a column lacked.
If you don't recall the major
point/thrust of your words,
don't be alarmed because I
don't like rehashing through
garbage either, but lets do it
this one time.
If I am not mistaken, you basically think that it is high time
that the African-American
community drops all of its
"special," operations and join
up with the majority in our

efforts to educate, award, entertain and take care of the
African-American population.
You must be on crack!
Sure, my life has been great
and I have interacted and befriended European-Americans
(and other ethnicities) but we
are not talking about that, are
we? The issue here is the trust.
And if you think that the African-American race can forget
200-plus years of slavery, another 100 years of civil rights
refusal, and another 30-plus
years of institutional and environmental racism, which still
exist today, you must be crazy.
Programs such as the
NAACP. the United Negro College Fund, BET, the Black Miss
America Pageant and the like
were created because the
majority kept us out. You can
probably make the case that
things have changed, but you
cannot guarantee they won't
change back It is an issue of
trust versus a history of betrayal, my friend. So you will

continue to observe the separation of service until the wounds
heal. Let me tell you, they are
deep, so do not hold your
breath
In closing, Dave, I want to
say that you probably wrote
this attempt at a column with
good intentions, but you failed
in my eyes. I have tried to push
through the racial obstacles of
life while maintaining my heritage. This has been a difficult
undertaking. While I can look
to many European-Americans
who have aided my in my
efforts, it has been the AfricanAmerican family, community
and services you propose to
abolish, which have been my
main support systmes over the
years. I don't advocate the separation, but I do understand
it.
You know why Dave?
I have common sense!
Jason T. Jackson is president
of the Undergraduate Student
Government and a guest columnist for The BGNews.

THERE'S MORE TO LIFE THAN
BOOKS AMD PROFESSORS.
THPRE'S R»*ZA!

I wish for you to understand and appreciate the
harshness of the words that I am going to use in
this column. These words are the true reflection of
my personal feelings about what you are about to
read.
I am outraged. I am disgusted. I am disappointed. I have reached the highest point of pistlvity. I
am not angry because I am too mature to be angry.
Three disgusting, outrageous and disappointing
incidents happened to me on Feb. 21,1994,
On this day, I attended the debate of the tree republican candidates running for the U.S. Senate
seat that Senator Howard Metzembaum will soon
be vacating. I wanted to witness the American political process in real person and in real action. It
was around 8:30 p.m. I was wlking to the Williams
Hall. Upon approaching the building, I noticed a
car parked right in front of the building partially
blocking the entrance to the building. When I got to
about 20 feet towards the direction of the car, I noticed to my amazement the speed and the urgency
with which the young Caucasian woman who was
in the front seat, locked the car doors. For a moment I said to myself "no she did not do that." I ignored her reaction and went into the building to
pick up my books.
As I came out from the building with my books, I
headed to the Union Lab. When I appraoched the
door leading int the building, I noticed a young
Caucasian female student coming out of the ATM
bank machine. When she passed by me she
grabbed her purse so as if to say please don't take
my purse. When I passed her, I looked back to see
if what I was thinking was accurate. She relaxed
her grip on her purse. Again I said to myself "no
she did not do that."
As I walked to the lab to do my work, I stopped
by the newspaper stand. I was trying to make a
sense out of these two incidents. I approached the
young and seemingly reasonable female Caucasian
cashier and narrated what had just happened to
me. I asked her to help me try to make a sense out
of it. At first, she was defensive but I tried to calm
her fears, i told her that she was not the person and
she did not do anything wrong to me. We talked for
a few minutes at which time she expressed to me
how pathetic and stupid some people really are.
And then she said that some of the students on this
campus come from areas where what they do is influenced by the kind of exposure they had before
they came to the University. She told me point
blank that these culprits were simply ingnorant. I
reasoned along the response.
I went back to the lab and worked on what I had
intended to work on. At about 10:15 p.m., I left the
lab and headed back to Williams Hall. Thank God
by this time the young lady and the car was no
where in sight! At about 10:30 p.m., I decided to
call it a day. I was headed back to my car. While I
was walking, I noticed a young lady in front of me.
We were about 500 meters apart. The moment she
noticed that I was walking towards the same direction, she started running as if someone was chasing her. This time I said to myself "Oh no! She did
not do that." All I could do was walk to my car and
drive home while wondering all through the ride

why this should happen, not just to me but to anybody.
Now do you understand why I feel the way that I
do? Why should people be suspect upon sight? Did
the first lady really think that I was out to jump
into her car and hurt her? Did the second lady
think that I was going to grab her purse? And didthe third lady think that I was going to assault her?
Why did she lock the doors? Why did she grab her
purse? Why did she start running when she noticed
that I was walking in the same direction? I don't
know the answers to all of these questions. I will
not accept any answer that make these nondiscussional issues.
I am now convinced more than ever, that if you
are a dark-skinned person, no matter what kind of
legitimate job you do, what kind of car that you
drive, how considerate you are, how idealistic you
are, how kindhearted you are, how diligent you are
in paying your taxes, how positively genera)istic
you are in perceiving people, or even how peaceful

I must ask why do some
Caucasians on this campus and
perhaps in general suspect,
psychoanalyze, and evaluate
some African Americans ?
you are, upon sight, you are a suspect. I want to believe that this is an isolated case. I also want to believe that majority of the students on this campus
are not as ignorant as these three ladies.
Frankly speaking, I am moved to say that these
three ladies suffer from genetic paranoia Some
people may find this harsh. It really does not matter. The events that occurred that evening testifies
to this allusion. Were these women threatened because of my dark skin or is this the way they respond to other people? If they were threatened because of my blackness, then they are genetically
paranoid. If this is the way they respond to all people regardless of the shade of their skin, then they
need a schizophrenic evaluation and treatment.
Can everyone then understand why the anger
and resentment in some African Americans? I
hope so. These kinds of psychoanalytical incidents
cause some people to react with anger and frustration. What you have then is a action-reaction cycle
that is perpetrated by people like these three
women, i have no animosity toward them. I do not
know who they are. I do have a wish that they seek
some serious paranoic treatment.
I must ask why do some Caucasians on this campus and perhaps in general suspect, psychoanalyze
and evaluate some African Americans before they
even get a chance to say hello? In reverse order, I
must also ask why do some African Americans on
this campus, and perhaps in general, suspect,
psychoanalyze and evaluate some Caucasians before they get a chance to say how are you doing?
Answers.
Solomon OmO-Osagie II is a guest columnist for
The BGNews.

CATAWBA ISLAND CLUB
J. Stouffer & Associates
Our private summer resort will be on
campus recruiting during the Summer
Employment Job Fair on Tuesday,
March 1,10:30 am - 4:30 pm, Lenhart
Ballroom, University Union.
We will be hiring for summer positions in
• Food & Beverage
• Golf Course Assistant Pro
• Bartending
• Club Management Intern
• Recreation Director
• Front Desk
• Waiters - Waitresses

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
over 500 units with SUPER locations

9 month, 12 month, and Summer Leases Available
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.
Take a break and enjoy The
Perfect Pizza at the Perfect
Price —fresh and steaming
hot We'll even include our

WZ2AI

special garlic sauce and pepperoncinis — all at no extra
cost! So if you get the hungnes for great-tasting pizza,
call your Papa It's that easy!

One 14" Large
One Topping

PerfedPliu.
PtHtctPffct.

Serving Bowling Green
& BGSL' Campus

m&Mttn

354-2260

353-7272

(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

Everyday.

Two Pizzas
>". 14 Ur^. BuUd Vour O.T1

One 14 Large
Double Pepperani

^J0(i^l$6|g|$13iPl$7^J
m^-Th-nuscrPw!
Fast, Free Delivery!

sM!m\

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 819 E. WOOSTER
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*
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THEY SAID IT
"I'm as ready as any of the other guys.
When the time arrives, I'll be able to do
the right thing."

iFOUR
u

-Air Force 1st Lt. Jeannie Flynn, first U.S. female
combat pilot

8

ASH

Tea for Two... Thousand

Continued from page one.

Ash's own education is extensive. He attended Owens Technical College, BGSU, the University of Virginia and The Ohio State
University, where he was in the
College of Engineering.
Chief Ash is also a graduate of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation's National Academy
and the United States Secret Service. Ash also attended dignitary
protection school.
Ash has been in law enforcement for 34 years. In 1968 he was
a lieutenant, in 1975 he was captain and in 1978 he was promoted
to chief of police.
Captain Thomas Votava said
the chief is a very easy man to
work for. He said his type of
management style allows for individual initiative.
"Officers wanted to get on his
shift [while he was lieutenant,]"
Votava said "His was a very
prized shift."
One of the things Ash is very
proud of is the national accreditation the police division has recently achieved.

Votnva said the chief has done
much for the division in the last
15 to 20 years. He said the station
of years past in no way compares
with that of today, largely because of Ash's efforts.

INTO
THE
STREETS...

Wednesday
• The men's and women's basketball teams travel to
Ypsilanti to take on the Eastern Michigan Eagles. The
women tip off at 5:15 p.m. with the men following at 7:30
p.m.

The men's swimming squad travels to Athens to compete in the Mid-American Conference Championships
today, Friday and Saturday. Meets begin at 12 a.m. and 7
p.m.
The 1953 movie "Glen or Glenda," directed by Edward
D. Wood, will be shown at 9 p.m. in the Gish Film
Theatre. Admission is free.

The Falcon hockey team hosts the Michigan Wolverines
at 7 p.m. in the Ice Arena.

Saturday

However, Ash said an honest
attitude and concern for the
community are the main reasons
the station has improved.
"Honesty and integrity are the
two most important aspects of
law enforcement. Without them,
you are not going to get anywhere," Ash said.

The Falcon hockey team travels to Oxford to take on
the Miami Redskins at 7 p.m.
• The 13th annual summer job fair will be held from
10:30 a.m. until 4 p.m. in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom of
the University Union.

Friday

New technology, a renovated
building and being nationally accredited are some of the ways the
station has improved.

A giant tea kettle gets a lift up three stories from workers In Boston on Saturday. The kettle, which
dates from 1873, has been newly restored complete with gold leaf tnd steam. The kettle holds 227 gallons, 2 quarts and 1 pint.

Tuesday

Thursday

Only 288 of the more than 2,000
police stations in the country become nationally accredited.
Twenty-nine of these are in Ohio.
Bowling Green's station is the
only station in Northwest Ohio to
reach that status, Ash said.

AP Photo/Tory Wcunofike

WEEK

• The softball team opens the season at Southern Illinois
with a tripleheader against Missouri, Western Illinois
and Southern Illinois, beginning at 10 a.m.
The gymnastics squad is in action against the Western
Michigan Broncos in Kalaraazoo, beginning at 2 p.m.
The men's and women's basketball squads host the
Toledo Rockets in Anderson Arena. The women tip off at
5:15 p.m. with the men following at 7:30.
The Falcon hockey team travels to Notre Dame, Ind. to
take on the Fighting at 7 p.m.

USG
HAVEN HOUSE MANOR
1515 E. WOOSTER Model open
large two bedroom furnished apartments
available with:

We're looking for active students
to help build our community
service efforts. Find out more at
our next meeting:

-Walk in closets
-Built in bookcases
-Next to campus

Mon. at 9pm in
room 102 BA

-Laundry facilities
located In building
-Membership offered
for the health spa

Efficiencies, one bedroom and
other two bedrooms available

Continued from page one.

"It connects the campuses in a
way that's beneficial to both."
"We need to work with USG on
issues like child care," Meeks
added. "Our campus has a lot of
non-traditional students with
somewhat unusual needs."
Meeks said he would like to see
Firelands student government
work with USG to create a service where students can drop off
their children for an hour while
they take classes and then pick
them up afterward. He said he

believes this option is better than
putting them in a day long pre-school.
"[Firelands] has opposed this
idea. We need USG to help us cut
through the bureaucracy,"
Meeks said. "We could draw
more non-traditional students
with increased child care."
USG's Internal Affairs Committee must now redistrict the general assembly to allow Firelands
a senator at-large seat in USG. At
the present time, it is not known
whether or not Firelands will
have a seat in time for next year.

(office In Cherrywood Heolthspo)

...BUILDING
ACTIVE
LEADERSHIP

MOTMCTCLC OHIUTM Utom

Preferred Properties
352-9378

8th and High Sts.

YOUSAYYOUCAN RIDE?
PROVE IT.

Howard C r*chc!s
83HI Center An
Hometown
27670

ANY STATE, USA

**********************

NO OUT OF POCKET EXPENSE
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IF YOU HAVE QUALIFYING HEALTH INSURANCE.WE
WILL ACCEPT WHATEVER YOUR PLAN PAYS AS
PAYMENT IN FULL. YOU DON'T EVEN HAVE TO PAY
YOUR DEDUCTIBLE OR CO-PAYMENT BECAUSE WE
ARE WILLING TO ASSUME THEM.
THIS MEANS
TREATMENT WON'T COST YOU ANYTHING OUT OF
YOUR POCKET.

AFFORDABLE CHIROPRACTIC
1072 N. MAIN
354-6166
Dr. R. Beliveau, D.C. •

DR. L. FOSTER, D.C.

We've Changed!!
Check us out for Fall 1994
• New Kitchens
• New Carpet Throughout
• Newly Remodeled
Bathrooms

• New Furniture
• Air Conditioned
• Close to Campus

BUFF Apartments 1470-1490 Clough St.
224 E.wooster

GREENBRIAR, INC.

352-0717

****************
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Panelists speak on reality of racism
Word connotations, religion,
communication addressed
by Sydney Smith

News contributing writer
Members of the Racism Reduction Center and other panelists spoke about racism
Thursday
night at the
Inter-Varsity
Christian
Fellowship
meeting.
The fellowship honored Black
History
Month by
asking the
panel to provide information
on the realities and remedies of
racism.
The reality of racism is that
it exists, according to Chip
Carter, a member of the RRC.
The connotations behind the
words, "Black Monday,"
"black ball" and "black mail"
demonstrate negative associations, Carter said.
Interracial associations at
the University reflect this negativity, he said.
"Every day, each [AfricanAmerican] student at this University is affected in some way
by racism," Carter said.
Jay Potts, a panelist representing the Christian Bible
Ministry said he agreed with
Carter.
"Racism is a strong force
present at the University,"
Potts said. "There are instances everyday, everywhere. It's
a powerful thing, sewn into the
lining of the U.S. system."
Racism also is prevalent in
religion, too, according to

Pamela Boehm, another panelist representing the RRC.
Two words sum up the history of discrimination, according
to Boehm: "color," and "Christianity."
Boehm said people pretend
to be color-blind, yet this country was built on the basis of
color.
Throughout history,
Europeans used Christianity to
rationalize slavery, she said.
The dehumanizing treatment
of African slaves didn't coincide with Christian philosophy,
so it was justified because
Africans weren't Christian, she
added.
"The white masters used the
Bible as a tool to say the black
man should serve the white
man," Boehm said.
However, when the slaves
learned to read in secret, they
found a much different interpretation of the Bible, she said.
Potts said he agreed on the
usage of religion-perpetuated
oppression.
Slave owners preached that
Africans should accept suffering at the hands of their masters as Jesus accepted suffering, he said.
This leaves no room for,
"loving thy neighbor," according to Jeff Smith, Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowship member
and campus pastor.
"A lot of history is not good
to our ears," Smith said, recognizing that racism had been
perpetuated in the church.
"There's a need for confession," Smith said.
Rick Nash, hall director of
McDonald East and adviser of
the center, said there is a need

The BG Nrwi/Natku Wallace

Racism Reduction Center panelist Chip Carter (left) listens as fellow panelist and RRC member Pamela Boehm speaks at the InterVarlsty Christian Fellowship meeting Thursday night. Carter and
for communication between all
races.
Nash said he does not want to
lessen tension for those who
discriminate, but he wants to
"find a common ground."
"A lot of people say they're

not racist, but they benefit
from racism," Nash said.
But he believes people can
understand the position of
African Americans and
remedy racism with reeducation.
"People must unlearn what
has been learned," Nash said.

Boehm were part of a panel that discussed the realities of and possible remedies for racism.

"Only then can new intelligence penetrate," he added.
African Amercians, whether
in Georgia, Cleveland or at the
University, are as different
from each other as individuals
as those in other groups, Carter
said.
Carter said the key to en-

lightening people about racism
is "knowing individuals, not
groups."
"in the human experience,
we can understand each other
as human beings and understanding means putting yourself in another's position,"
Nash said.

Television station celebrates anniversary
by Nicole Pankuch

News contributing writer
WBGU-TV Channel 27 celebrated its 30-year anniversary of
service to northwest Ohio for
providing quality educational
programming for all ages this
month.
When the station first signed
on in 1964, it offered only a few
hours of late-day programming.
Through change and advancement, it has grown to offer a wide
variety of international and
national programs working with
BBC,' the Learning Channel and
the Armed Forces Network, according to Tim Smith, the
station's director of public relations.
WBGU has also worked quite
closely with University students
in the department of telecommunications. Currently, 40 to SO students work at the station, Smith
said.
These students obtain better
jobs "with this hands-on experi-

ence that cannot be found at
other major universities including The Ohio State University,"
he said.
Although most of the students
leave the station after graduating, they find it helps their resumes to have a few years of experience there, Smith said.
Recently, the station helped to
build the University's new classroom building, currenlty still
under construction, by contributing studio facilities.
The staff of the station will also
supervise the broadcasting and
production which will occur
there, Smith said.
The building is capable of hosting teleconferences by satellite.
"The building's potential with
technology is limitless," Smith
said.
WBGU has incorporated a variety of programming for all
ages, he said.
"From learning Japanese to
chemistry, almost every subject
and service is used very heavily

by teachers to aid in instruction,"
Smith said.
"These are highly researched
and carefully produced services
for in-school programs for
teachers and students," said Pat
Fitzgerald, general manager of
the station.
One of the current programs
the station offers is MathBoosters, an especially successful
interactive live math program
for grades one to three, Smith
said.
The show enables students
needing help to call in and participate in classroom-like instruction, he added.
The station also has shows appealing to children including
"Lambchop," "Barney," "Sesame
Street," and "Mr. Roger's Neighborhood."
Another program "GED on
TV" helps adults wanting to
receive their general equivalency certificate to do it by television-taught classes. Similar to a
program training high school

MASTERS, DOCTORS AND
FACULTY
10% OFF SALE ON CUSTOM ORDER REGALIA PURCHASES

C.E. Ward Representatives will be at the
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
on February 28 and March 1 to take your orders
Discount offer applies only on these two days
March 1 is deadline to place orders for
custom order regalia to be delivered
for May graduation
Hours:

acne*;

nn n

nn

3

Monday- Thursday 8-6
Friday 8-5
Saturday 9-5

students for the SAT, adults work
through a workbook and sample
tests.
"WBGU provides program
modules for whatever they need
help in," Smith said.
As a service to the State Department of Education, Smith
said "GED on TV" is a good service to the community.

WBGU has done a lot in the
past 30 years to produce new, innovative programs and they
again have come out with some
new programs, Smith said.
" 'Baseball in Japan' " will air
across the nation soon and will
show the differences between
American and Japanese baseball," Smith said.

On Wednesday, WBGU will
host a live pledge drive at the
station featuring Peter Yale from
Peter, Paul and Mary.
With 124,000 viewers weekly,
WBGU certainly has had 30
years of success in programs,
Fitzgerald said.
"The station hopes to be
around a long time," he said.

GET PUMPED NEWS

HaTOFf THE PRESS!
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Gun dealers put on notice

Officials discuss
Japanese economy

Brady Bill's tougher gun control laws to go Into effect today
by James
Jamei Prlchard
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS -- The Brady
handgun bill will become law
Monday and officials want Ohio's
federally licensed firearms
dealers to know it.
Last week, both the federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms and the Ohio attorney
general's office wrote the state's
9,000 affected dealers, reminding them about the law going into
effect.
The law requires a five-day
waiting period and a background
check for each person buying a
handgun from a licensed dealer.
It is intended to keep convicted
or indicted felons from owning
handguns.
The National Rifle Association
said it may file lawsuits in Ohio
and other states, arguing that the
law is unconstitutionally vague
about who must enforce it.
The law was named for James
Brady, press secretary to former
President Ronald Reagan. Brady

was wounded in an assassination The state has spent about
attempt on Reagan.
$240,000 on additional computer
Beginning at 8 a.m. Monday, an equipment and telephone lines.
Ohio gun dealer can call a 900 The BCI has added six full-time
number and request a back- employees to its staff of 65 to
ground check. Each investigation handle the gun dealer calls.
will cost dealers $15, to be
State computers will track
charged to their telephone bills.
handgun license applicants born
The law will not affect the pri- after 1954, Barbao said. The nonvate sale of handguns.
computerized records of older
The attorney general's office applicants will be hand checked.
oversees the Bureau of Criminal
The state is not yet able to perIdentification and Investigation, form other types of background
which will perform the checks at checks the Brady law requires,
its London facility, BCI spokes- due to privacy laws or federal
woman Judy Barbao said.
regulation. Those checks include
The bureau already in- whether an applicant is mentally
vestigates doctors, nurses, certi- ill, a drug addict or an illegal
fied public accountants and oth- alien, or if they have been disers licensed by various state honorably discharged from the
agencies. It performed 106,000 military or are fugitives from
such checks last year.
justice.
The BCI expects firearms
dealers to phone in an additional
Without access to such infor120,000 to 150.000 requests dur- mation, there will be problems
ing 1994, Barbao said.
enforcing the Brady law, MontBureau employees will use gomery County Sheriff Gary
documents and computer re- Haines said. He met Wednesday
cords to perform background with BCI and ATF officials, who
checks on applicants, she said. briefed Haines and other law

officers about the invest
investigative
process.

by Arthur Allan
The Associated Press

The ATF helped BCI set up its
background check system, Barbao said.

KRONBERG, Germany - Japan should stimulate consumer
spending at home to help end its lingering recession, which is
slowing an upturn in the global economy, finance officials from
the leading industrial nations agreed Saturday.
"The worst of the global economic downturn is over," U.S.
Treasury Secretary IJoyd Bentsen said, citing lower inflation
and signs of growth In most of the industrial economies.
But to cut double-digit European unemployoment, he said,
Japan must live up to promises made last July to set up a program to strengthen Japanese buying power, encourage imports
and open its economy.
"We've seen some movement, but we need to see more if we
are to create additional jobs," Bentsen said. An aide to Bentsen,
speaking on condition of anonymity, said the Japanese essentially presented nothing new Saturday.
The United States wants Japan to make a long-term tax cut to
stimulate its slumping economy. If Japan can't lower its $59.3
billion trade surplus with the United States, Washington may
impose trade sanctions.
Talks between President Clinton and Japanese Prime Minister
Morihiro Hosokawa about opening Japanese markets collapsed
earlier this month.
The Japan-U.S. trade tiff and the question of whether Russia is
making reforms that Western banks are willing to support were
the dominant themes of the meeting of the Group of Seven leading industrial nations.

"I think Ohio has a good plan in
place," Haines said. But without
a central repository for information about the mentally ill and
others that the state's criminal
records overlook, there is "a potentially serious weakness in
system."
BCI is working with several
state and federal agencies to obtain such information. It has contacted the Department of Defense, the Immigration and Naturalization Service, and the Ohio
Department of Mental Retardation and Developmental Disabilities.
Barbao said she hoped that
would lead eventually to a more
complete and accurate identification system.

*

Infected racoons may Mother kills children
endanger Ohio pets Corrections officer murders kids, commits suicide

pervisor Karen Steinke said.
neighbor Janie Jamison, who said
Mashi was in critical condition she frequently babysat the two
at St. Christopher's Hospital for youngest children.
Children, said hospital spokeswoman Linda Van Winkle.
Last month, neighbors said,
police responding to a violent
domestic dispute had to force
their way into Mrs. Shahiyd's
house through the front door.

by Wayne Woolley
The Associated Press

Northeastern Ohio residents report rabid animals

PHILADELPHIA - A corrections officer telephoned her estranged husband Saturday to say
she was going to kill their three
children and commit suicide and then she began while he
was still on the phone.
-The husband called police after
he heard a gunshot, said Philadelphia police spokesman Cpl.
Joseph McQue.
Carmen Shahiyd killed her
15-year-old son Theodore and
wounded her 9-year-old son Mashi with a rifle, McQue said. Investigators believe the rifle
jammed, and that Shahiyd then
used a .25-caliber handgun to kill
her 8-year-old daughter Tya and
herself.
"She called him and told him
she was going to kill her children
and then herself. Then he heard a
gunshot," McQue said. "It's like
she went insane."
Mrs. Shahiyd and Theodore
were dead at the scene. Tya was
pronounced dead from gunshot
wounds to the chest at Temple
University Hospital, nursing su-

The Associated Press

Nationwide, the number of rabies cases increased to more than 9,000 last year from 4,881
in 1990.

COLUMBUS - Ohioans and household pets
could be in danger if the state's rising raccoon
population becomes infected with rabies, said an
Ohio Department of Health veterinarian.
Last year, only six cases of rabies were documented in Ohio - all in bats. Some residents in
northeastern Ohio reported seeing rabid raccoons, but the animals were not tested.
Kathleen A. Smith said it is inevitable that
raccoon rabies will surface in the state.
"When it will happen remains to be seen," she
said last week at the Ohio Veterinary Medical
Association's annual convention. "Raccoons are
very well adapted to urban and suburban areas."
Rabies is an infectious disease that causes
mammals to become violent and is transmitted
through a bite.
The raccoon rabies epidemic has affected
some Eastern states. It began in West Virginia
and Virginia about 15 years ago and has spread
through Pennsylvania, New York, New Jersey,
Delaware and Massachusetts, Smith said.

Last year. Smith joined with the Ohio Department of Natural Resources and veterinarians in
northeastern Ohio to organize the Ohio Raccoon
Rabies Surveillance Proiect.
The goal of the program is to provide early detection of raccoon rabies and prevent exposure
to people and pets.
Trappers licensed by the ODNR are being
asked to kill any sick raccoons and take them to
a veterinarian for testing.
Smith said one of the best ways to prepare for
the danger is to require rabies vaccinations for
all pets.
She also said people should stay away from
wild animals, including raccoons, and teach
their children to do the same.

TOs TO's TO's TO's TO's TO s TO's TO's

Delta Gamma is proud to announce our
1994 Pledge Class Officers:

TO's CAMPUS CORNER
900 EAST WOOSTER
(Across from Kohl Hall)
352-3365

/ICE PRESIDENT - KateMatesich

OFF
ON REVERSE
WEAVE
HEAVYWEIGHT
SWEATSHIRTS
WITH SEWN-ON

TREASURER - D. J. Burke
NEW MEMBER REPI^ENTATTVE- Cassidy Bemhard
RITUALS-Byse Roethlisbergcr
COMMTJNfWSERVICE - Rana Khayyat

GREEK

SOCIAL - Debbie Isgro & Chris.x Palmisano
SPECIAL EVENTS - Shannon Grundei

MUST PRESENT AD

TOs

TO's

TO's

Get to Greenbriar Fast! \
Campbell hill* 2 bedrooms only
Columbia Court • Full
Merry St. apts. • 4 left

Frazee St apts.* Going Fast
Ridge Mannor • Full
Field Mannor • 1 Left

Give us a call for other locations

Cpl. Joseph McQue,
Philadelphia police
spokesman
Mrs. Shahiyd, 36, was a guard
at a city jail. Neighbors described her as a hardworking
woman whose husband, Basil,
frequently stayed at her row
house in North Philadelphia
"He would leave and then she
would take him back in," said

:

352-0717

McQue said Mrs. Shahiyd left
notes around the house stating
her deadly plans. Hours before
the shootings, he said, Mrs. Shahiyd had gone to the home where
her husband had been staying
and left a note there as well.
"She loved those kids. She always bundled them up before she
left the house," said Evelyn
Muniz, a neighbor. "She loved
them and I guess she chose to
take them with her."

Chicago man kills
brother, attorney

^
^

'/.
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CHICAGO - A man upset over soured business dealings with his
brother fatally shot the brother and an attorney Saturday in "an outand-out execution" at a law office, police said.
During a break in depositions connected to the dispute, Shree
Agrawal left the room and returned with a .22-caliber automatic
weapon, police said.
Agrawal ordered a court reporter and a photographer videotaping
the deposition into one corner of the room, and ordered his brother
and the lawyer into another corner. Police Cmdr. John Kozaritz said.

TO's

Police identified the dead men as Hari Agrawal, 55, of Aurora and
Cyrlac Kappil, 50, of River Forest. Shree Agrawal, 47, also is from
Aurora, police said.

ATTENTION STUDENTS... PLEASE READ DELOW REGARDING THE TICKET PICKUP
POLICY FOR THIS WEEKEND'S HOME HOCKEY AND BASKETBALL GAMES.

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

7 PM 9 ICE ARENA

3:15/7:00 PM

HOCKEY VS
"MICHIGAN
, FAREWELL! MASCOT BEHEADINGS!

224 E. Wooster

But Rodriguez and other
neighbors said that was the only
visible fight during the couple's
two years in the neighborhood.

"With that, he shot down his brother and his brother's attorney,"
said Kozaritz, who called the slay ings "an out-and-out execution."

LETTERING
TOs

"It was pretty bad. They took
both of them away," said Rose
Rodriguez, who lives four doors
down.

The Associated Press

PRESIDENT - Christine Miller
SECRETARY - Amanda Hall
SCHOLARSHIPS Amy Davis

"She called [her
husband] and told
him she was going to
kill her children and
then herself. Then he
heard a gunshot. It's
like she went
insane."

BASKETBALL
VS. TOLEDO
SENIOR FAREWELL! MASCOT BEHEADINGS!

STUDENTS WANTING TO ATTEND FRIDAY S HOCKEY GAME VS MICHIGAN AND/OR SATURDAY S
DA5KETDALL GAME VS TOLEDO ARE ENCOURAGED TO PICKUP A TICKET AT THE MEMORIAL HALL
TICKET OFFICE PICKUP BEGINS TODAY AT 9 00 A M AND WILL CONTINUE UNTIL THE ALLOTMENT
IS DEPLETED STUDENTS MUST PRESENT YOUR VALID STUDENT I D FOR PICKUP AND ALSO
AT THE GATE, WITH THE TICKET, FOR ADMISSION
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Ruminski
returns
to
lineup
But Cerisier steals show in BG win
byGarretl Walkup
News sports writer
AKRON, Ohio - The men's basketball team
got another all-important conference win on the
road Saturday when they downed the Akron Zips
74-60.
The victory, coupled with Ball State's loss to
Miami, leaves the Falcons all alone in second
place in the Mid-American Conference with an
11-5 mark (16-8 overall).
Akron continues to dwell in the MAC cellar
with a 2-14 record (8-16overall).
The game featured the big return of junior
Shane Kline-Ruminski, who has been out with a
broken right (shooting) hand for six games, it
was supposed to be his show, but junior James
Cerisier stole the spotlight.
Cerisier had a career-high 18 points, including
a thunderous dunk off a beautiful lob pass from
freshman Jay Larranaga.
With 12:49 left in the first half, Akron forward
Anthony Stanford had a dunk when he drove the
baseline which sent to Zip crowd into a frenzy.

Stanford's slam made the score 13-10 in BG's
favor.
But the Zips were quickly silenced by BG
sophmore Sha..e Komives, who buried two
3-pointers in a row. Komives had 10 points for
the half and led all scorers with 19 for the game.
The first half was plagued by Akron turnovers
and fouls. They had 11 TOs which the Falcons
converted into 11 points, and the Zips had 11
personal fouls which accounted for 16 BG free
throws and 14 points.
As if that wasn't enough, Akron only shot 33
percent from the field while BG shot 44 percent.
Six minutes into the game Kline-Ruminski
checked in for the first time in three weeks.
"I was really excited and very nervous at the
beginning of the game and I told coach [Larranaga] but he said not to worry about it," KlineRuminski said. "Coming off the bench was a new
position for me, but after I played for a while I
felt comfortable."
"Shane is a big part of our offense and deSee CERISIER, page eleven.

Women clinch share of MAC title
by Garrett Walkup
News sports writer
AKRON. Ohio -- The Bowling
Green women's basketball
team Saturday chalked up their
15th 'W in a row in the MidAmerican Conference as they
blasted the hapless Akron Zips
103-53.
With the victory - coupled
with Toledo's 82-68 loss to Ohio
- the BG women, 21-3 overall
and 15-1 in the MAC, clinched
at least a tie of the regularseason MAC championship.
The game started off bad for
the Zips as BG senior Lori Albers hit a three-pointer just
seconds into the contest. From
that point on things went
downhill for Akron as BG
jumped ahead 25-7 five
minutes into the game.
Junior Michelle Shade dominated the inside during the
opening minutes, scoring 10 of
the Falcons' first 20 points, and

senior guard Talita Scott
worked the perimeter, scoring
13 of her 19 points in the first
half.
The Falcons built a 20-point
lead at intermission by ripping
the cords in the first half at a
61 percent clip. Meanwhile,
Akron struggled from the
floor, shooting just 45 percent
during the first stanza
The leading Akron scorer for
the half was guard Brandie
Lamb who had 8 points.
In the second half, BG's
reserves took over where the
starters left off.
Off the bench. Junior Sharleen Hooper had seven points
and was a perfect 3-for-3 from
the field. Freshman Sarah DeLoye had only two points in the
game but those two points were
the team's 100 and 101st of the
night. All in all, the Falcon
bench tallied 35 points on the
evening.

"We had good chemistry on
the court today which contributed to the high score," senior
Susie Cassell said "We had lots
of different combinations
which kept everybody fresh."
Fresh may be an understatement as BG continued its
torrid shooting pace in the second half connecting on 61 percent of its shots again - most of
them coming in the transition
game.
"We wanted to concentrate
on our fast breaks and got a lot
of opportunities to push the
ball up the court in their zone,"
coach Jaci Clark said. "We love
to play the up-tempo game and
that is just what we did."
While the Zips struggled to
keep pace with the Falcons in
the first half, they were
thoroughly overmatched after
intermission. Akron was only
See WOMEN, page eleven.

Tht BC Ncwi/N.lh.1. Wallace

Bowling Green's Jay Larranaga guards Akron's Mario Bell during the Falcons' earlier victory over the
Zips this season. Bell led all Akron scorers with 11 points, but BG prevailed 74-60 Saturday.

Swimmers finish fourthWomen's track
by Andy Dugan
News sports writer

McCulloch sets pool records

A young women's swim team
got more than their feet wet
when they secured a fourth-place
finish while they hosted the MidAmerican Conference championship meet Thursday through Saturday. They got the experience
to grow on.
"I'm still a little confused by
the results," head coach Brian
Gordon said of the meet. "In
some respects the team swam to
their capabilities, with the last
two sessions being our best showing."
Assistant coach Carolyn
Strunk agreed with Gordon.
"Nobody is ever happy with a
fourth-place finish, but I think
they swam the best they could,"
Strunk said. "When I asked them
how they felt and they said they

couldn't climb out of the pool,
that was an indicator that they
worked as hard as they could in
that race."
Gordon said the fourth-place
finish was a result of several obstacles.
"I think it was partially that we
had a young team that faced
several obstacles in the way of
health and injuries during; the
year," Gordon said. "We were not
allowed to mature as most teams
do. This meet and the Ball State
meet were the only meets where
we had everyone participating. I
also attribute the fourth-place
finish to a lack of depth." Gordon
credited Heather Williams, Jen
O'Rourke, Leanne Shelly, Steph
McColley, Cheryl Patteson and
Josie McCulloch with having out-

standing performances.
Both Patteson and McCulloch
were defeated in one of their respective events, of which they
own the conference records to,
but continued to race for the win
in their following events.
"Even though Cheryl and Josie
didn't repeat as winners, they
both came back to pull the team
together and their attitudes got
them to win their next events,"
Strunk said.
Gordon agreed that both
swimmers did an excellent job of
getting refocused despite their
major upsets.
"Cheryl and Josie had to deal
with a great deal of pressure,"
Gordon said. "They both bounced
back admirably after their losses. Cheryl was nominated as

Swimmer of the Meet for the
second year in a row, and Josie
defended her title in the 200
breast. Lesser swimmers
couldn't have handled it."
Gordon said he was disappointed that McCulloch didn't get
the Senior of the Meet Award.
The award goes to a senior who
has accomplished outstanding
performances at the conference
meet throughout their four years
of college swimming.
All of the seniors in the meet
and their coaches vote for who
gets the award but they cannot
vote for anyone from their own
team. Ohio University's Sissel
Anderson won the award. McCulloch lost the award by one point.
"I think it's a shame that one of
the two greatest and most decorated swimmers in conference
history did not receive an award
based on four years of accomplishment due largely to a team
who voted for the least likely
senior," Gordon said. "I feel
comfortable that Josie and my
vote went to the winner. I have
no problem with Sissel winning
and I congratulate her."

Ohio University won the meet
for the sixth year in a row with
789 points.
"This was a tough meet for us,"
Ohio University head coach Scott
Hammond said. "It's becoming a
very, very tough conference and
it's hard to stay on top. It's easier
to get there than it is to stay
there. It's never easy."

Tk« BG NCWI/ROM Wcluncr

Bowling Green's Jill Elliot compete* during the women'i MAC Championships this past weekend. The
Falcons finished fourth.

Hammond said he felt this
year's win was better earned
than last year's, when BG took
the meet to the last relay and lost
by only 23 points. The Bobcats
won by 120 points at this year's
meet.
"Last year we won, but I felt
BG had a better team and I felt
we just got lucky," Hammond
said. "This year, I thought we
earned it from the beginning See SWIMA'E^S, page eleven.

fourth in MAC
by Steve Wildman
News sports writer
The Lady Falcons finished
fourth at the Mid-American
Conference Invitational this
weekend, but they did break
four school records.
Junior thrower N'ikki Lessig
took first in the shot put and
she became a provisional qualifier for the NCAA Championships in that event with a
throw of 49 feet, 21/4 inches.
She has one more chance to
automatically qualify for the
NCAA tournament at Eastern
Michigan on March 3.
Clarice Gregory, a freshman sprinter, finished fifth in
the 200-meter dash and broke
the school indoor record with
a time of 25.05 seconds.
Junior Jane Moeller set a
school record in the 55-meter
hurdles with a time of 8.20 in
her first heat. She finished
second in the finals with a
time of 8.26.
Moeller also set a Falcon record in the triple jump with a
jump of 37 feet, 4 3/4 inches,
which gave her a fifth-place
finish overall in the triple
jump. She also finished fifth in
the long jump with a jump of
18 feet 1/2 inch
"Usually you hope to break
four school records during the
whole season but we broke
four in one meet," head coach
Steve Price said.
Eastern Michigan won the
meet with a score of 153
points. Ball State finished second in the meet with a score of
123, while Ohio University
placed third with a score of
103. Bowling Green finished
fourth with 84 points.
The rest of the field included Central Michigan (fifth
with 74 points), Toledo (sixth.

57), Western Michigan (seventh, 50) and Akron (eighth,
16).
BG did see improvement
from last year's MAC Indoor
Championships, where they
finished fifth. The Lady Falcons then turned around and
finshed second in the MAC
Outdoor Championships last
year.
There were other good peformances that did not break
records, but helped BG to get
their fourth-place finish
Freshman Nikki Sturzinger
finished third in the shotput
with a throw of 43 feet, 1 1/4
inches.
Kaleitha Johnson, a freshman sprinter finished third in
the 55-meter hurdles with a
time of 8.31.
The BG distance medley relay team of Michelle Mueller,
Clarice Gregory, Renee
Strayer and Traci Losi placed
fourth with a time of 12:09.
Freshman thrower Heather
Nordgren finished fourth in
the shot put with a throw of 42
feet, 101/4 inches.
Losi, a sophmore distance
runner, placed fourth in the
3000-meter run with a time of
10:19.10 and fifth in the mile
with a time of 5:02.54.
Freshman Laura Hall placed
fourth in the 5000-meter run
with a time of 17:51.2.
Kristin Gaddis, a sophmore
distance runner finished fifth
in the 5000-meter run with a
time of 17:54.4.
Sophomore heptathlete
Gretchcn Smith finished sixth
in the pentathlon with a final
score of 3039.
Renee Strayer, a freshman
distance runner, placed sixth
in the 1000-meter run with a

3:03.40.
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Intrasquad games begin Ramirez ready
also made two fine plays in the
field.
"I'm trying to do all I can every
time I get the chance to go out
there," said Bournigal, who
played at Triple-A Albuquerque
last season. "I feel I can play
here. Hopefully, they'll give me a
chance. All I want is the chance."

The Associated Press

While the Olympic Games are
ending, the baseball games are
beginning.
In the first Intrasquad game of
the spring, shortstop Rafael
Bournigal was the star as a rookie-laden Los Angeles lineup beat
a team of Dodgers regulars 1-0
Saturday at sunny Vero Beach,
Fla.
Darryl Strawberry, Mike Piazza, Tim Wallach and Jose
Offerman all played for the losing team. Bournigal hit an RBI
single in the second inning and

Rookie Greg Hansell pitched
two scorless innings for the win.
Roger McDowell and Steve Wilson each worked two shutout innings. Kip Gross was the loser,
and Omar Daal and Jim Gott each
pitched two scoreless innings.

The Dodgers and a lot of other
teams are looking for offense.
The Cincinnati Reds hope it
comes from Kevin Mitchell, the
Oakland Athletics want it from
Ruben Sierra and the Kansas
City Royals will look at Steve
Balboni.
Mitchell, the last player to
show up at the Reds' camp in
Plant City, Fla, was hit by a line
drive off the bat of rookie outfielder Keith Gordon on Saturday.
Mitchell was walking across
first base when the ball hit him in
the left foot. Last Sept. 20, Mit-

Mitchell's foot injured
The Associated Press
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"It hit me right on the
stitch," he said, referring to
a stitch that had been infected. "But I ain't going to
lose my turn to hit because
of it."
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PLANT CITY, Fla. - Kevin Mitchell won't let anything get in the way of batting practice, now that he's
finally in camp.
Mitchell was walking
across first base Saturday
when he was hit with a line
drive off the bat of Cincinnati Reds rookie outfield
hopeful Keith Gordon.
The ball struck Mitchell
on the left foot ~ right
where he had surgery Sept.
20 to remove a broken sesamoid bone that he had
hurt during spring training
last year.
Mitchell was on the
ground for a short time as a
trainer examined the foot.
But then he got up and
headed for the batting cage.

U

M

The Associated Prcu/Carlot Otorlo

READY TO PLAY: Cincinnati Reds' Kevin Mitchell looks over
the field during his first day at the Reds training camp Friday.
Mitchell Injured his left foot over the weekend.

Mitchell, the last Reds
player to show up for camp,
took his first swings of
spring training Friday.

chell had surgery on his left foot
to remove a broken sesamoid
bone that he had hurt during
spring training last year.
Mitchell was on the ground for
a short time as a trainer examined the foot. But then he got up
and headed for the batting cage.
"It hit me right on the stitch,"
he said, referring to a stitch that
had been infected. "But I ain't going to lose my tum to hit because
of it."
Sierra repotted to the Athletics' camp in Scottsdale, Ariz.,
without the heavily muscled upper body that was the trademark
of his 1993 season.
Sierra prepared for last season
with lots of work In the weight
room and hit a career-worst .233,
although hit had 101 RBIs and 22
home runs. He spent the recent
winter playing baseball in Puerto
Rico.
"I still lifted some weights, but
I got a guy to train me so that I
wouldn't get too tight," Sierra
said. "I feel totally different."
Oakland manager Tony La Russa noticed the toned-down
Sierra physique with satisfaction.
"The mistake he made was
well-intentioned and came from
hard work," La Russa said. "This
is one of the values of experience. You learn what works."
Balboni hopes his experience
can earn him one last chance
with the Royals at age 37.
Balboni led the American Association in home runs the past
two seasons for Texas' Triple-A
team in Oklahoma City with 36
and 30. He played two games for
the Rangers late in the season.
This year, Balboni is in a major
league camp for the first time
since 1991 when he was released
by the New York Yankees. Kansas City, last in the league in runs
last season, wants to see if he can
hit like he did in 1985, when he
set the Royals' record with 36
home runs.
"All I wanted was a chance to
show them I could still play. If I
didn't think I could still play, I
wouldn't be here now," he said at
camp in Haines City, Fla

for the majors
The Associated Press

WINTER HAVEN, Fla. - No
more coddling. No more handling with kid gloves. The
Cleveland Indians want to see
prized prospect Manny Ramirez do the grunt work that's
necessary to make it in the big
leagues.
"I want to see Manny play
the game," manager Mike
Hargrove said. "I want to see
him run the bases, hit the cutoff man, throw to the right
base and hustle all the time."
The Indians have no doubt
that Ramirez has the skills to
be a big-time player. Since
they made him their No. 1 pick
in 1991, he's proven he can hit
at every level: He batted a
combined .333 with 31 homers
and 115 RBIs at Class AA Canton-Akron and Class AAA
Charlotte last year, and he
doubled and hit two homers in
his second major-league game
before a hometown crowd at
Yankee Stadium last September.
"When I went back after the
season, my friends still
couldn't believe that game,"
said Ramirez, who was born in
the Dominican Republic but
moved to New York City when
he was 13.
But the impressive per-

formance in New York was
followed by an O-for-17 slide,
and Hargrove didn't trust
Ramirez's defense enough to
play him in the field. Ramirez
started once in right field for
the Indians but got most of his'
playing time as a designated
hitter and pinch-hitter.
Ramirez, 20, seemed lost, on
and off the field.
"I think he was just in awe,"
first-base coach Dave Nelson
said.
The Indians, who had overlooked Ramirez's occasional
lack of hustle and his apparent
unwillingness to play through
some injuries in the minors,
sent him a message during the
offseason by acquiring Ruben
Amaro to platoon with Wayne
Kirby in right field. Clearly,
they felt Ramirez wasn't
ready for the job.
"Manny can hit in the big
leagues today," Hargrove
said. "But there's more to
playing in the big leagues than
hitting."
So Ramirez went back to the
Dominican for winter ball and
played for Aguilas, where
Tony Pena, the veteran catcher invited by the Indians to
spring training this year,
worked with him frequently.

Amateur boxer dies
The Associated Press

ST. PAUL, Minn. - An amateur boxer died of massive internal
bleeding caused by a blow to the head in a boxing match, an autopsy
found.
"There was massive bleeding. There was no underlying condition,"
a medical examiner's spokesman said Friday.
Donnel Lindsey, 28, a 156-pound junior middleweight from St. Paul,
collapsed after suffering a glancing blow to his protective headgear
late in the third round of a regional amateur championship bout.
Lindsey, who had a 9-1 record leading up to the Feb. 13 fight, was
declared brain dead the next day

Finally, something for college
to just got less expensive.

Macintosh LC 475 4180, Apple Color Plus 14" Display, Apple Extended Keyboard II, PLUS the Apple SlyleVriter U.
Only $1,362* after $100 rebate!

Right now, when you buy an already affordable Macintosh" LC 475 with
an Apple" StyleWriter" n or LaserWriter," you'll receive a $100 mail-in rebate
from Apple* That's a hundred bucks now on a computer with fast 040
performance. Plus the Macintosh LC 475 is upgradable to PowerPC* perfor-

mance in the future, if you need it. But thatfc not all. You'll also take home
seven popular software programs while supplies last. That!> a complete
Macintosh system with a lot of goodies, at a really unbeatable price. So, •
what are you waiting for? College may last four years, but this offer won't. Apple

You can pick up a price list inside the door,
first floor Hayes Hall then call 372-7724
for a sales appointment.
♦Price does not include sales tax, shipping or handling fee
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Time to dump U.S. gets most medals ever
figure skating
by Larry McShane
The Associated Press

ULLEHAMMER, Norway - It
might have been when "The 100
Strings" began playing "Stairway to Heaven." Or maybe it was
when Oksana Baiul took the ice
looking like a fuzzy bedroom
slipper. Or maybe even when
Tonya Harding plopped her skate
down in front of one of the
judges, and bawling like a baby,
demanded a chance to start over
- just because her shoelace
broke.
Bad music, worse costumes,
constant whining, indecipherable

Guest
Column
Jim
L i t k e
scoring - looking back, there's no
way to pinpoint the moment I became convinced there is nothing
worth salvaging. If there is a
reason why figure skating
shouldn't be thrown out of the
Olympics right now - beyond
making sure sequin manufacturers aren't thrown out of work
- somebody had better come up
with it fast.
People get hurt in this racket.
It's not just the boo-boo on
Nancy Kerrigan's knee or the
gash in Baiul's leg. Between slips
on the ice and slashings from the
judges, there are more breakdowns in the kiss-anil-cry area of
a rink on a good day than there
are at an IRS office at tax time.
People go broke in this racket.
Why the men spend hundreds
of dollars to dress like waiters is
a mystery - unless the judges
report to work hungry. It gets
worse. Remember that skintight, leather-thonged, O-ringed
outfit Elvis Stojko wore in the
short program? His mother made
it. There can't be any competition
so cruel where a mother sends
her son anywhere dressed like
that - let alone in front of millions.
And how about that sheer, little
copper-and-cream-colored number Nancy Kerrigan wore Friday
night. Cost: $13,000. Forget about
the cleaning bill; other than Halloween, name one other occasion
it's appropriate for. The Rose
Garden photo op? Walking the

dog? A quick run down to the
7-Eleven for a Slurpee? Not
likely.
Have any idea how much an
hour of ice time costs? That's bad
enough. But every hour Kerrigan
has the surface to herself is one
more hour that two dozen potential gold-medal-winning shorttrack speeds kilters are doing
without. And Lord knows, U.S.
hockey teams could use the time,
too. If George Steinbrenner ever
figures this out, figure skating
has seen his last dime.
The racket is fixed. Or at least,
it's so political that nobody outside of the cabal that controls it
has been able to prove otherwise.
She got the votes of the judges
from Poland, the Czech Republic,
Ukraine, China and Germany (a
former East German cast the ballot). Kerrigan, meanwhile, took
the votes from the United States,
Britain, Japan and Canada The
only body that was supposed to
go on behaving like this is the
United Nations.
A sport needs a clock, or a
scoreboard that everybody can
follow, or like boxing, at least the
chance for one competitor to take
the other out. Not counting the
attack on Kerrigan, figure skating can't offer any of these.
At its worst, it is contentious,
backbiting and a get-rich-quick
scheme that glorifies all of the
character traits that is turning
America into a nation of weenies.
It is plenty athletic ~ no argument there - but the long program lasts all of four minutes.
It's time for a little more emphasis on real winter sports with
real-world applications.
It may take time - say about
the 10th time "The Nancy Kerrigan Story" turns up on HBO but sooner or later, people are
going to come around. After all,
the skaters themselves are their
own worst argument.
If you doubt this, recall the
conversation between Kerrigan
and Chen Lu, the silver and gold
medalists the other night, that
was picked up by a nearby
microphone.
Though officials were actually
searching for a copy of the Ukrainian national anthem, the two
thought they were being forced
to wait for Baiul to redo her
makeup.
"Oh come on," Kerrigan said.
"So she's going to get out here
and cry again. What's the difference?"
Jim Lit fee is a sports writer for
The Associated Press.

ULLEHAMMER, Norway After 70 years of trying, the
U.S. Olympic team finally hit
lucky 13.
It took 17 Winter Games and
a victory in a relatively new
sport, but the Americans
claimed their highest medal
total ever Saturday in an
Olympics where U.S. stars old
and new lit up Lillehammer:
Bonnie Blair, Tommy Moe,
Dan Jansen, Picabo Street,
Nancy Kerrigan.
And don't forget the men's
S,000-meter short-track
speedskating relay team,
whose silver medal put the
Americans over the top. The
Americans, in fifth place overall on the medal charts, total up
this way:
Six gold. Five silver. Two
bronze.
One medal more than the
U.S. earned when it hosted the
Games in Lake Placid, NY., in
1932 and 1980. The anchor of
the relay team was Eric Flaim,
a converted long-track skater
who won a silver in 1988 for the
1,500 meters.
The relay team succeeded
where the Olympics' most
hated skater - no, not HER came up short. America's
Cathy Turner, the bane of the
short-track speedskating set,
was kept off the medal stand
by a semifinal heat disqualification.
Turner, going for her third
Lillehammer medal, was
booted for obstruction after
winning the heat. The U.S took

It was the first time that the
Russians - who played in past
Games as the Soviet Union and
the Unified Team - went home
without any medal since they
began competing in 19S6.
Turner earned the enmity of
her Olympics opponents - and,
she charged, the Olympic
judges - with her take,no-prisoners run for the gold
Thursday.
"The judges were just waiting for me," she said Saturday.
"The Chinese made a big deal
that I beat them and I was just
waiting for something to happen."
The 31-year-old's rough-andtumble performance prompted
this from competitor Natalie
Lambert of Canada: "She is
brutal." China's Zhang Yanmei
felt actions spoke louder than
words, and stormed off the
medals stand while tossing a
bouquet of flowers.
Turner survived any reprisals Saturday, but missed getting five medals in just two
Games. She has a relay bronze
to go with her Lillehammer
gold, along with a gold and a relay silver from Albertvllle.
The Associated Pros/John Caps III
Italy took the gold medal in
the men's relay, while South
HEY, IT'S ONLY A SILVER: Alberto Tomba performs a somersault in the finish area after he won the sliver medal Sunday.
Korea swept the gold medals in
the 500 meter men's race and
American bobsled team the 1,000 meter women's race.
four short track medals: a gold,
a silver and two bronze learned a hard but obvious lesSwitzerland's Vreni
son: It's mighty cold in Nornearly equaling the U.S. AlSchneider turned in an Olymway.
pine team's output of two gold
pic best too, becoming the only
Defeat also came to an un- woman ever to collect three
and two silver.
likely group: The Russian
The relay medal came after a
Alpine gold medals with her
hockey team, which leaves Liltough day for the Americans.
victory in the slalom. Elf riede
lehammer without a medal
Turner lost; the U.S. hockey
Eder of Austria won the silver,
after losing the bronze-medal while 18-year-old Katja Koren
team finished its worst Olymgame to Finland, -1-0.
pics ever with a defeat; and the
of Slovenia took bronze.

Baiul's story compelling
by Fred Bayles
The Associated Press

HAMAR, Norway - In
different circumstances, Oksana
Baiul would have been much
more the focus of these Olympics, rather than a coda to weeks
of controversy and sensation.
If there had been no nightstick,
no Nancy and Tonya, no indictments, no shouting headlines, the
sad story of the young orphan
girl from the Ukraine would have
provided more than enough of
the drama that the sports opera
hungers for.
And it would have had the added ingredients of Inspiration and
joy: A young girl who skates
through an injury, dissolves into
tears and then recovers with a
gold medal and a playful craving
for a Snickers.
Three years ago, Oksana Baiul
was a teen-ager who had seen
more pain than people twice her
age should have to suffer. Her

father faded from her life when
she was 2. The grandparents who
helped raise her had died within
an year of each other.
Then her mother became ill;
three weeks later she was dead of
cancer.
Baiul still finds that hard to
talk about. At Friday's news conference, she became silent for a
moment, and shrugged off a faint
"Da," when asked if she had
thought of her mother as she became the world's newest, and
nearly youngest, gold medalist in
figure skating.
If her personal tragedies weren't enough, there was the immediate drama of a pain-filled performance on the ice. It easily
eclipsed the bruised knee that
put Nancy Kerrigan in the role of
heroine, even weeks after it
healed.
At Thursday's practice, Baiul
and Tanja Szewczenko of Germany skated backwards into
each other at nearly full speed.

Baiul went sprawling.
She had a long gash in her right
shin, requiring three stitches.
The collision injured her back.
She had hurt her back last March
when she slammed into the wall
during a practice session before
winning the world championship
in Prague.
Baiul left her training session
early on Friday because of the
pain. Her coach Galina Zmievskaya, who took Baiul in after her
mother died, was near tears.
"I thought it was another
streak of bad luck," said Zmievskaya, a solid woman who watches
over Baiul with fierceness of a
mother grizzly. "I cannot express
how I was feeling at the time."
It was clear the pain was still
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You brighten our days

Nancy Nelson t
Recognized as last week's

MOST VALUABLE
BG News Production Staff Member
Congratulations!!!

QUIT WHINING, YOU BABY: American figure skater Tonya Harding
cries as she shows tbe Judges the lace proble n with her skate during
her free skate program Friday evening. Harding finished seventh.
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Why rent from Newlove Rentals?
• Some locations permit peU
• No parental guarantees
• Full time office staff
• Full time maintenance
• 9 4 12 month leaaea
• Duplexea & Houses Avail.
• Brochures available
• Summer leases
Sane locatlans to chaoae fro mi
920 E. Wooster: FREE HEAT, WATER, SEWER. ACROSS FROM CAMPUS!
520 E. Reed: 2 Bdrm, Casablanca Fans, ACROSS FROM CAMPUS!
320 Elm: lBdrm, FREE HEAT, WATER, SEWER!
801-803 Fifth: Great prices with FREE HEAT, WATER, SEWER!
309 High: FREE HEAT, WATER, SEWER 4 CLOSE TO CAMPUS!
ABOVE DOWNTOWN BUSINESSES: lBdrms, various locations!
228 S. College: 14 2 bdrms. FREE HEAT. WATER, SEWER!

WIN $25

®m i

Entries due March 1st
in 330 Union
Call 2-2343 for details

Day-by-Day Cover Contest
*
*¥¥*¥**¥**¥*■*¥*¥*****¥*■**
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JOIN THE
FAMILY
TEAM!

there as Oksana warmed up for
her performance. The willowy
skater, moved tentatively at
first.
Zmievskaya told reporters her
surrogate daughter was suffering despite some last-minute
medical care.
"One hour before competition,
Oksana had an injection in her
back and in her leg right above
the stitches and that was very,
very painful because of the stitches," she said.
Kerrigan went on before Baiul,
skating a nearly flawless performance that left the ice
covered with bouquets of flowers
and the audience convinced they
had already seen the gold-medal
winner.
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VOCALISTS & MUSICIANS
Do you play an instrument or sing?

NEWL9VE

Audition for a PAID position in the

PRE - REGISTRATION CABARET SHOW!

Rentals

Sign - up for auditions at 405
Student Services until
February 28th. Auditions will
be held 2/28 & 3/1.
CALL 353 - 0160 for more

328 S. Main
Our Only Office
352-5620

Information
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Hockey team blows
late
lead
Falcons surrender three goals in final
1:49 in heart-breaking loss to Western
by Brian Mart
News sports writer

The BG Ne»i/RMi W.lti.er
Def en so men Kelly Perrault clears the puck out of the BG zone during the Falcon's 4-3 loss to Western
Michigan on Friday. WML' scored three goals in the final 1:49 to steal the win.

Forgotten Lune responds in big way
by John Boyle
News sports writer

Junior center Kevin Lune got
the message.
After sitting out eight games
for the Falcons, he has responded
in a big way.
Saturday night at the Ice
Arena, Lune netted his ninth and
tenth goals of the season leading
BG to their 17th win of the campaign.
Since returning to the lineup
four games ago, he has had at
least a point in each game on the
strength of three goals and two
assists.
With Lune in the lineup, the
Falcons are a much different
team. According to his teammates, they have played with
more feeling and enthusiasm.
"He's brought a lot of emotion," left wing Jason Clark said.
"He sat out for such a long time
and was itching to get in the
lineup. That kind of enthusiasm
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picks everybody else up."
Perhaps his biggest assest to
the team, however, is his work
ethic. Lune, along with linemates
Tom Glantz and Mike Johnson
have created havoc in the
offensive zone corners.
"We cycle the puck well," Lune
said. "Forechecking is our game.
We plug away on the boards, wait
for an opportunity and try to
jump on it. They open up the ice
for me."
"We're kind of a blue-collar
line," Glantz said.
Three of the eight games that
Lune sat out were missed due to a
death in the family. The other
five were missed due to poor
play, head coach Jerry York said.
"He wasn't playing very well,"
York said. "He went through a
real dry spell."
It was obviously tough for
Lune to watch his teammates
from the stands.
"It's frustrating when you
watch the games, win or

AND

MID AM MANOR
•NOW RENTING •
Choose from choice apartments within walking distance to
campus Summer 1994 and school year 1994-1995.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat and
water included. air conditioning
641 Third St. Apt 4, B.C.

Resident Manager 352-4380
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lose,"Lune said.
Lune, who has doubled his
point total from nine last season
to 18 this season, also adds a
much-needed physical dimension
to the Falcon lineup. The key to
the physical type of game is to
play tough without ending up in
the penalty box, Lune said.
"I try to get in there and be intimidating," he said. "I like to
bump and grind and get in everyone's face. If I can do that without taking penalties, I can help
the team."
As well as being an intimidating factor to other teams, Lime's
size also provides BG with more
power-play opportunities. He
drew two penalties on Saturday
against Kent.
"He really drives to the net,"
junior right wing Brian Holzinger said. "Kevin Is such a
strong and powerful skater that
there are not too many guys that
can hold him off in front."
Before missing a sizable portion of BG's mid-season schedule, Lune started the year off like
he is finishing it. In the early
season, he was easily the most
improved Falcon and was arguably the most improved player in
the CCHA
FOCUS* FOCUS*FCCGS*

FOCCJS is sponsering a
bowling party on
Wednesday, March 2
from 7-8:45 p.m. in the
Onion games rooms.
Everyone is welcome to
attend.
* First Year Off-Campus
University Students
FOCUS* FOCUS'FCCCIS*

The Falcon hockey team outplayed the opponent for 118
minutes over the weekend.
However, it was the two
minutes that they did not that
dealt BG's late-season playoff
run a crushing blow.
The Falcons watched a 3-1 lead
crumble before their eyes on
Friday as Western Michigan exploded for three goals in the final
1:49 to steal a 4-3 victory and
leave the BG players, coaches
and fans staring in disbelief.
"It's an unbelievably disappointing loss for us considering the time of the year and the
importance of the game," Falcon
coach Jerry York said.
With a win, BG would have
moved into a tie with WMU for
fourth place in the Central Collegiate Hockey Association with
one game still in hand. BG would
have won the season series 2-1 ~
the first tie-breaker for the
playoffs.
Instead, BG finds itself trailing
WMU by four points in the standings despite bouncing back to
beat Kent 9-6 on Saturday. Since
WMU now owns the tie-breaker,
the Falcons find themselves staving off Miami for fifth place instead of challenging for fourth or
perhaps even third place in the
conference.
Miami, who handed top-ranked
Michigan its first sweep of the
season over the weekend, will
host BG on Tuesday. The winner
will hold fifth place.
With the Brown and Orange
clinging to a 2-1 lead late in the
game, Falcon center Kevin Lune
came out of the penalty box, stole
the puck from a Bronco player
and headed up the Ice with Brian
Holzinger on a 2-on-l break. Lune
fed Holzinger, who slipped the
puck past Bronco netminder
Craig Brown to put BG up 3-1

with 2:20 to play.
"When they got their third goal
after our power play, I thought
that was the break of the game,"
Bronco coach Bill Wilkinson said.
"But then they took a penalty, we
got a face-off in their end, and all
hell broke loose."
The penalty Wilkinson was referring to was assessed to defenseman Chad Ackerman for
slashing at 18:11. At that point,
Wilkinson decided to pull Brown
in favor of attacking 6-on-4. It
paid off as WMU won the face-off
and got the puck to Colin Ward,
who slapped a shot past Bob
Petrie to make it a one-goal
game.
Thirty-one seconds later,
Bronco left wing Chris Brooks
beat Petrie from inside the far
circle and the game was tied.

"I'm mind-boggled
they scored three
goals that fast
because of our
mistakes. You can't
give up like we did,
and that's exactly
what we did."
Jeff Wells,
captain
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BG bounced back on Saturday
to defeat Kent, 9-6.
Todd Reirden led the Falcons
with a goal and four assists. Holzinger, Lune and Curtis Fry
scored two goals apiece.
The nine tallies were a season
high for BG in a CCHA matchup.
They took 59 shots on goal, also a
season high. However, it wasn't
the stats that impressed York.
"I thought the big thing was
how we came back from [Friday's] defeat, York said. "That
would knock most teams right
out of [Saturday's] game.
"We deserved to win [Friday's]
game, for our team to bounce
back like we did, that shows a lot
of character for our club."
The Falcons outscored KSU 3-2
in each of the three periods.

Two records broken
at men's MAC meet
by John Boyle
News sports writer

The BG men's track team
saved their best for last.
The Falcons, in easily their top
performance of the season, finished fifth out of eight teams in
the Mid-American Conference
Indoor Invitational this weekend
in Ypsilantl, Mich. Host Eastern
Michigan won the meet going
away over second-place Western
Michigan.
BG had two champions, two
school record performances and
several personal bests.
Once again, hurdler Scott
Thompson and pole vaulter Travis Downey led the way for the
Falcons.
Thompson earned a share of
the SS-meter hurdle champion-

ship with a time of 7.31 seconds.
Tiberious Patterson, who has the
nation's number one time in the
event this season, tied him for
the title. EMU's Patterson and
Thompson have battled in the
event all season long.
"It's a good rivalry," Thompson said.
Thompson, a provisional NCAA
qualifier, will compete next week
in the Last Chance Meet to try
and improve his standing in the
event. As of last week, he was
ranked tenth nationally in the
event. He also broke his own
school record in the 200-meter
run with a time of 22.0 seconds.
The top 16 times in the nation
automatically qualify for the
NCAA meet.
"First and foremost, I like to
help my team," he said. "Nationals are my reward."
Downey rebounded from his
worst performance of the season
last week to win the pole vault
event with a vault of 16 feet, S inches. He also broke his own
school record with the performance. The existing mark was 16
feet, 4 inches.
"Last week was a tough week,"
he said. "This week was better
but I wasn't really pleased with

Distance runner Brad Schaser
was BG's ironhorse this weekend.
On Friday, he anchored the distance medley relay with a 4:11
mile, which cut four seconds off
his personal best. Schaser passed
two other runners to improve
BG's finish to eighth.
On Saturday morning he
struggled in the mile but was
tired, head coach Sid Sink said.
However, he returned with a
second-place finish in the
3,000-meter run with a time of
8:30.13. He cut nine seconds off
his previous personal best performance.
"I can't say enough about the
way he's running right now and
how mentally tough he is," Sink
said.
Adam Rose finished second in
the shot put for the Falcons with
a persona] best throw of 51 feet, 3
inches. Rose was in eighth place
in the event before his last throw.
"It was not only a personal record but it was also under pressure," Sink said. "A real clutch
performance."
Shawn Blanchett also turned in
a fine performance with a second-place finish in the 200-meter
run.

"Native Americans and
Activism"

EXPIRES 4/11/94

141 W. WOOSTER

"We got really sloppy at the
end. They got clear shots and we
didn't have anyone covering
their points right until the end,"
defenseman Jeff Wells said. "We
can't make an errant pass without looking. With a few seconds
left you either hold onto it or fire
it hard off the glass. We didn't do
either.
"I'm mind-boggled they scored
three goals that fast because of
our mistakes. You can't give up
like we did, and that's exactly
what we did. They stole the game
right from under us."

• President, Indigenous Women's
Network
• Director, White Earth Land Recovery
Pro|oct
• Pounding Member, Women of All Red
Nations (WARN)

OFF ! $5.00 OFF

A
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"You know the old saying that
it's never over until the fat lady
sings? Well she held her breath
there for quite a while," Wilkinson said.
As the Broncos celebrated, the
Falcons skated around in a daze.

WINONA LADUKE

Freedom. That's what you wont and you get it with
VaVoom!* The freedom to change and have any look
you wish. Be styled or be wild. With VaVoom! it's easy.
Shampoos, conditioners and finishers give you freedom
of choice. Let us show you how. Come in today.

$1.00 OFF j

tri-

With the clock winding down, it
appeared the game was heading
to overtime ~ but looks can be
deceiving.
With eight seconds to play,
Ackerman held the puck behind
the BG net with an opportunity to
let the clock expire.
Instead, he decided to whip the
puck along the boards where
Ward was waiting. He trapped
the puck just inside the blue line,
stepped in and blasted a shot that

it."
CUT LOOSE

BG

flew past Petrie for the gamewinner with :02 showing on the
clock.

TWINLABThe Leader In SfxxKNuaUonWe can ipecial order your
health and fitnew needs!

Monday, February 28
7x30 pm Grand Ballroom
sponsored by Women lor Women
'Reception afterwards by Women's
Studios Department
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Hoosiers lose by 50
by Pam Schmld
The Associated Press

MINNEAPOLIS - Indiana suffered its worst defeat in 89 years
Sunday as 20th ranked Minnesota
beat the 12th-ranked Hoosiers
106-56 behind 35 points by VoshonLenard.

SWIMMERS
Continued from page seven.
we were very determined. A lot
of people thought we didn't have
the best team and that Miami did.
That made it especially satisfying to win because I think our
kids took that personally."
OU won three of the five relays
and put a number of swimmers in
the finals for the distance events.
"Our plan was to really attack
the 500 free, the mile and the 400
IM because I felt that's where we
were better than the other people," Hammond said. "With our
situation, we have a pretty good
tradition with that, so I felt that
was where we could really make
a difference for us. That's how
we picked our conference team."
BG's only senior and captain
Josie McCulloch experienced a
few things for the first time;
some bad and some good.
For the first time in her colle
giate career, she lost the
100-yard breaststroke to a conference opponent. Autumn
Bragg, of Eastern Michigan, took
the defending MAC champ and
record holder by less than .2 seconds in the championship final.
Bragg won with a time of 1:03.99.
Unfortunately, McCulloch had
been faster during the preliminary swim that morning when
she broke the pool record with a
time of 1:03.70

"It's evident we need to work
harder in some cases," Gordon
said. "I think some people rested
on laurels. This year, the people
who did not score have to realize
that it gets twice as hard every
year.

CERISIER
of the game so we changed our
defense and forced lots of turnfense," Cerisier said. "He leads overs," Larranaga said. "We
the team in points and rebounds stayed with the scramble defense
for the rest of the game and I felt
so we are glad he is back."
At the intermission BG was that was the difference."
Overall, even though it was
ahead 37-25.
In the second period Akron fell Kline-Ruminski's first game
back and Komives scored 19
apart.
They commited 13 personal points, it was the baseline play of
fouls and missed numerous Cerisier that gave BG the win.
He dominated the Akron zone
layups and putbacks off rebounds. One foul commited on defense under an injury-troubled
freshman Antonio Daniels front line and took advantage of
sparked a fight because Daniels the missing players.
BG is preparing for the stretch
was hit on the head by Akron
run of the last week of regular
guard Cornel Mann.
Play was stopped and both season play and is playing well at
a time when it is needed, just bebenches were warned.
BG, on the other hand played fore the conference tournament.
"The two freshman guards
better in the second half, committing only six personal fouls [Daniels and Jay Larranaga] are
and shooting 52 percent from the playing very well and are distributing the ball well," Larranaga
Held.
"I wanted to pick up the tempo said. "We are ready to go."
Continued from page seven.

WOMEN
Continued from page seven.

able to knock down 24 percent of
its shots while managing just 20
points.
With the convincing victory
the Falcons are making a serious
bid to climb into the Associated
Press' top 25 for the first time
this year. Last week BG was 32nd
in the AP poll earning 45 points
while it placed 35th in the USA
Today/CNN poll with 11 points.
The team Is looking ahead to
this week when they take on the

OU still in first with win;
Redskins bump Ball State

It was the worst loss for the
Hoosiers since a 66-12 defeat at
Ohio State on March 12, 1905,
their second-worst ever and the
worst note of coach Bob Knight's
22-year tenure at the school.
Lenard shot 13-of 17 in the Miami 77, Ball State 64
blowout, which came at an unlikely time.
OXFORD, Ohio -- John
McKenna scored 19 points and
grabbed 11 rebounds to lead
Miami of Ohio to a 77-64 win Saturday over Ball State in a Mid"I saw No. 2 next to my lane American Conference game.
and I didn't like it very much,"
Trailing 36-28 at halftime, Ball
McCulloch said. "I felt really State (14-10 overall, 10-6 MAC)
weird. I didn't sleep at all and opened the second half with four
then I woke up the next day and unanswered points to cut Miadecided to show everyone who's mi's lead to 36-32 at the 18:38
the best." McCulloch took the mark.
loss, only to turn around on SatMiami (15-9, 10-6) responded
urday to make history as she with a 20-10 run to take a 14-point
swam the 200 breast and won by lead, 56-42, with 9:40 to go. The
four and a half seconds, breaking Tribe led in double digits the rest
her own pool record with a time of the way.
of 2:16.45. This marked the first
Miami started strongly with a
time in Mid-American Confer- 14-5 run in the first five minutes
ence history that a swimmer has of the game.
won her event four years in a
Ball State returned fire with
row.
nine unanswered points to tie the
"My hat's off to Josie," Ham- game at 14-14 with 12:02 to go in
mond said. "I think, by far, she is the first half. But Miami pulled
one of the greatest swimmers ahead to end the half up by eight
ever to be in the Mid-American points.
Conference. My hat's off to Brian
Jamie Mahaffey added 16
and the way he handled those points for Miami. He was folkids. I know BG had some injur- lowed by Devon Davis with 13
ies this year and I'm sure they'll and Derrick Cross with 10.
be back."
Jeermal Sylvester led Ball
Gordon reflected on the year, State with 18 points. Steve Payne
pointing out what the team will added 17 and Marlon Flemming
have to work on to be better next had 13.
year.

last-place Eastern Michigan Eagles - a game that could clinch
the MAC regular season championship. After the EMU game
BG will play host to the Rockets
of Toledo in a game that has lost
some of its luster with Toledo's
recent losses.
"I think we need one more
game before Toledo," junior Michelle Shade said. "We should
have a good showing at home
against Toledo and it is nice to
know we at least have a share of
the championship after the win
today."

Miami University
Oxford • Hamilton • MkJdletown, Oho

Summer Session 199A
Don't Miss Out!
On-Campus Courses
Summer 1: May 16 - June 24
Summer 2: June 13 - July IS
Summer 3: June 27 - Aug. 5
Summer 4: July 18- Aug. 19 (Oxford only)
Registration begins March 1

And, over 100 workshops on-campus
and off-campus in the U.S. and places like Bahamas • Belize • Brazil • China • Costa Rica
Czechoslovakia • England • France • Germany
Italy • Mexico • Spain ... and more!
For more information call:
(513) 529-3303 (Oxford)
(513) 863-8833 (Hamilton)
(S13) 424-4444 (Middlctown)
Miami University: Equal opportunity ki education and employment.

to beat the Chippewas 78-60 Saturday.
Eastern (13-11 overall, 8-8 MidAmerican Conference) shot 59
percent in the first half to open a
47-39 lead, then held Central
(4-20,3-13) to 27 percent shooting
in the second half.

Basketball'

The Eagles also outrebounded
the Chippewas 43-32 with Carpenter grabbing nine rebounds
and Larry McDaniels, who
scored 10 points, grabbing 10 rebounds.

Roundup
Western 69, Kent 65
KALAMAZOO, Mich. - Joel
Burns scored a season-high 22
points and Western Michigan
held Kent to just 27 percent
shooting in the first half en route
to a 69-65 victory Saturday.
The Broncos (14-11 overall, 7-9
Mid-American Conference) used
a 13-4 run to open a 24-13 lead,
led 35-26 at halftime and Kent
(13-11, 8-8) never got any closer
than the final score.
Kent had just six baskets in the
first half on 22 attempts.
Saddi Washington added 15
points for the Broncos and Matt

Van Abbema had 10 points. Mike
Mosley had six assists and Ben
Handlogten had 12 rebounds.
Jeff Anderson led Kent with 17
points, going 5 of 7 from 3-point
range, Nate Reinking had 16
points and Rod Koch scored 14
points and had 10 rebounds.
Eastern 78, Central 60

Morgan Ellery added 14 points
for Eastern, including hitting 4 of
5 3-pointers. Rob DeCook led
Central with 12 points, while
Marcus Culbreth and Tyrone
Hicks had 10 points each.
Ohio 82, Toledo 79
ATHENS, Ohio - A 3-point goal
by Gus Johnson with six seconds
to play Sunday gave Ohio University the lead for good in an
82-79 victory over Toledo that
kept the Bobcats atop the MidAmerican Conference standings.

MOUNT PLEASANT, Mich. Brian Tolbert and Kareem CarOhio is 20-7 overall and 12-4 in
penter had 18 points each and the conference and can clinch at
Eastern Michigan held Central least a tie for the MAC title with
Michigan to 35 percent shooting a victory Wednesday at Kent.

Score boa r d
MId Am.f kin Conference
Conference
W
1.
12
4
11
5
10
6
10
6
9
7
1
I
8
8
7
9
3 13
2 14

School
Ohio
Bowling Green
Bill Slate
Miami
Toledo
Kern
Eanern Michigan
Western Michigan
Central Michigan
Akron

Overall

16
16
13
13
13
14

7
1
9
9
10
11
11
II
19
IS

Sunday'a Rcaulia
Ohio 82. Toledo 79
Saturday'! Reaulta
Bowling Green 74. Akron 60
Miami 77. Ball State 64
Eastern Michigan 78. Central rmchij an 60
Western Michigan 69. Kent 65
Wednesday'a Gamca
Bowling Green at Eastern Michigan
Western Michigan at Ball Stale
Ohio at Kent
Akron at Miami
Central Michigan at Toledo
Men I Hoopi
Bowling Green (79)

%

ft

ra

mis sa.s m i o-l Pi • "P
Komives
33
3-9
6-7 1-3 1 2 19
Cenaicr
36
6-9
6-6 1-6 3 2 11
Miller
22
3-6 3-4 1-4 2 0 9
Daniels
30
3-7
6-7 0-3 0 6 12
Larranaga
34
14
2-2 1-3 2 2 5
Swanson
S
0-1
l-l 04)
Lynch
17
0 1
0-0 0-1
J 1 0
Rurnmiki
21
4-7
2-4 2-4 1 1 10
TOTALS 2«« 25-5. 18-2718-J4 I' 1 :•
Percentages: FG- 478, FT- 839 3 xant goal!

4-12 (Komives 3. Larranaga)
Akron (41)
Mann
14
0-1
0-0 1-2 5 3 0
lenkma
32 3-10
2-2 1-2 1 6 10
Stanford
32 512
0-0 3-7 3 0 10
Jackson
19
2-3
0-0 2-4
0 4
Bell
31 3-10
5-8 23 3 0 11
lohnson
24
4-5
0-2 3-6 1 1
8
Kellum
17
25
0-0 0-2 4 1
5
Fncraon
23
24
5-5 0-3 3 1
9
Taylor
1
l-l
0-0 0-0 0 0 3
TOTALS 2M 22-53 IM'IJ » M 12 <*
Percentages: FG-.415:FT- 706; 3-poinl goals
4-IO(lcnHns 2, Kellum.Taylor)

)

Women'e Standing!
Conference
School
W
L
Bowling Green
15
1
Toledo
13
3
Ohio
12
4
Kent
10
6
Miami
10
6
Western Michigan
7
9
Central Michigan
7
9
Ball Stale
4
12
Akron
2
14
Fanem Michigan
0
16

Overall
L
21
3
4
16
8
17
7
9
IS
13 II
10 14
6 17
4 20
1 22

*

Saturday I Results
Bowling Green 103. Aaron 33
Weetem Michigan 87. Kent SO
Miami 73. BaD State 60
Ohio 82. Toledo 68
Central Michigan 74. Eastern micrugan 63
Women's lloopa
Bowling Green (1*3)
It
ft
rb
mm in a ma o-t P'
Albert
20
7-9
0-0 57 2
Scott
26
8-9
3-3 0-3 (I
WiUiama
16
2-7
1-2 2-2 1

Shade
22 7-16 4-6 M 1
Cassell
19 4-4
0-0 12 1
Kulics
16
1-4
35 0-3 1
Healmann
16 2-3
7-7 0-4 4
Nuesmeyer 13
1-4
2-3 0-2 0
Hooper
Ji
3-3
1-2 2-5 0
Koester
2-2
0-0 ?-4 7
7
Deloye
12
0-1 l-l 0
13
3-4
Ault
1-2 0-2 2
TOTALS 209 41-47 17-2414-45 14
Percentage : H 612. FT 654. 1 point
4-7 (Ceieell 3. Alben)
Akron (53)
Greenwood 23
4-9
5-6 2-3 2
Lamb
11 6-10 0-0 I 1 2
Peddicord
25
5-7 0-0 l-l 2
Chavannc
22 2-1
0-0 Oil 1
Nenrour
l"
0-2
2-2 D-l o
II CM
0-0 2-4 2
Blackburn
Bell
2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Coleman
4 0-1
0-1 1-1
1
Holmes
II
0-3
0-0 1-3 3
00 0 0 0
Koster
6 0-2
14
2-5
7-7 7-1 t
Swans weld ■22
0-6 0-0 0-1
1
Timco
12
2-5 0-0 0 ! 2
TOTALS 204 21-42 9-1114.29 19
Percentages: FG 339; FT-818, 3 point
2-14 (Chavannc)
CCIIA Standings
W
School
L
Michigan
■
2!
Lake Supenor Stale
16
1
Western Michigan
1
Michigan State
15
1
Bowling Green
15
1(1
Miami
15
II
Ferns Slate
11
16
7
Notre Dame
16
17
lUmai Chicago
1
OhioStsle
5
II
Kent
6
70
Weekend Rssull

;.'

n

•2 15»
3 19
0 5

•

0 18
5 II
0 5
2 6
2 4
1 7
0 4
0 2
2 7
17 193
gill.

1 13
1 12
0 10
1 6
1
2
1 0
0 0
0 0
3 0
0 0
0 6
4 0
0 4
12 53
goaU

PI
47
36
36
35
32
31
23
19
II
IS
14

Weatem Michigan 4, Bowling Omen 3
Bowling Green 9, Kent 6
Michigan Slate 1. Notes Dame 1
Kent 6, Ohio Stale 5
Western Michigan 4. Ohio Stale 2
Ferns Stale 6, Michigan Slate 4
Noire Dame 8. Ferns Slate 3
Miami 5 5. Michigan 3-3
1
ske Supenor 3-6. lUmou-Qucago 0-1
Friday'! Boi
Western Michigan
0)34
BowlmgGreen
2
0
13
Flnl-l. BG. Holunger 16 (Wells. Hall) 2:27. 2,
BG.Fry 13 (Welle. Glanu) S 54 <pp) Second
3.WM. Ward 20 (Mayers) 0 59 Third 4 JIG.
HoLunger 17 (Lune) 17 40 5.WM. Ward 21
(Mayen) 18:18(6-4) 6.WM, Brooks 9
(BrownJ ) IB 49 (6-5) 7.WM, Ward 22 19:51
Shot! BG 11 10-9-30 WMU 7-1-15 -30
Goalies BG, Petne (30 ihoti 26 lavea)
WML". Brown (30 shots - 27 saves) A-1.748
Saturday's Boi
Kent
2
2
2
6
BowlmgGreen
3
3
3
9
First l.KS. Dertich 1! (MePherson.
Thombury) 9 12 1BG, Lune 9 (PetrauU.
Glanu) 9 50 33G. Fry 14 (Wells. Render. I
11 S3 (op) 43G. Lune 10 (Williams. Penult)
1241 S.KS.Koury 17 (Mortn. Sylvester)
15:21 Second- 6.BGJ?rongcr 16 (Retrden.
Wells) 6 59 (pp) 7JCS. Kioaky ISfnvornbury.
Gundcrson) 9 23 (5- 3) l.KS. MePherson 10
(Koury. Monn) 16 13 (pp) 9.BG. Fry IS
(Clerk. Retrden) 18 22 IO.BG.HaU 6
(Holzmgcr. Pronger) 18 46 Third- 11 .BG.
HoUingcr 18 (Pronger. Wella) 3:45. 12. KS.
MilchcU 10 ]7[ih) 13J3G. HoUingcr 19
(lronger.Reirden)12 42 I4JCS. Kotary II
(Monn. Sylvester) 17 23. 1 SBC, Retrden 6
(Hall) II 37
Shota-BG. 23-21-15- 59 KSU.6-H-22.
Goalies BG. Petne (22 ahou - 16 taveal KSU.
Shaw (59 thou - 50 saves) A-2.612.

University Bookstore
r\ A r\ A n

Congratulations
Graduates!

Seniors! Visit Our Graduation Center!
Feb. 28 and March 1
Jostens Class Rings
and

Personalized Graduation
Announcements
(order deadline 3/7/94)

10om to 4pm
CE Ward
Cap 6 Gowns
(order deadline 4/1/94)

Representatives from both companies will be at the
University Bookstore from 10-4 to assist you with your
graduation needs.
372-2851 Hours: Mon-TWirs. 8-6, Fri. 8-5, Sat. 9-5

[^J^ flS

Classifieds

The BG News.
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Monday, February 28, 1994
USG SENATORIAL CANDIDATES FORUM
Wednesday. March 2nd
730 p.m. 114BA.
Hear the candidates tor USG Senate
(including somewnle in candidates)
speak and answer your questions Sponsored
by Students lor Democratic Leadership and
Kreischer Quad. Government

CAMPUS EVENTS
•ATTENTION ARTISTS!*
PRAIRE MARGINS
Needs you< ART!
DEADLINE. Fn..Mar. 4
BfingEntriMTo 202 CUnrv Hall
rsCaJUeffe 353-3428
or: Liana 9372-5013
'O.S.E.A. MEMBERS'

WIN $1,000 IN POETRY CONTEST. FOR
RULES. GUIDELINES
SEND SELFADDRESSED, STAMPED ENVELOPE TO:
POETRY CONTEST; P.O BOX 435; WARSAW. IN 46561.

Don't Fo'Q*i our meeBno tomorrow al 0 pin.
115 Ed. Bldg. We will haw a guest speaker.
Pam Alien speaking on the top* of Resumes,
Interviews & Job Search. Be there'

WOMEN FOR WOMEN
Meets every Monday
9:00 pm 109 BA
New members welcomel

• USG * USG' USG '
STUDENTS FOR STUDENTS COALITION
MEETMQ
WHO? You and anyone you Know interested m
our Campus and ways to improve it.
WHERE? The One Suite. 3rd floor ol He
Union
WHEN? Thursday. March 3.1694 at 9.00 p.m.
• USG ' USG ' USG *
ARE YOU STRESSED? ARE YOU WONDER
ING HOW YOU'RE GOING TO MAKE IT TO
SPRING BREAK? We can help The Office of
Student Activities & Orientation & the SOLD
Organization are sponsoring a workshop dealing with ■"Stress A Straiegies m Coping" to be
offered on Wednesday, March 2 at 7 00 pm in
the Alumni Room of the University Union. Dr.
Roman Carek, Director of the Counseling
Center, will be the guest speaker. For reservations, please contact the Office of Student AcUvil>esat3;2 2S43
Attention all WBGU-FM DJ *
There is a mandatory staff meeting on Tuesday. March 1 at 9 pm in 121 Wesi Hall We
have lots to discuss, so be there'
ATTENTION: Recreation. Sports Mgmt,
IPCO, Public Relatlcrte, Hospitality Mgmt.
Majors or anyone Interacted In Employee
Services
The students of the Recreation and Tourism
division are planning a "Proving the Posltlvee of Employee Servicee" conference.
FRIDAY, MARCH 4, 1994 at the Holiday Inn
East In Columbus. It is a great opportunity for
students to hear professionals discuss the
growin g field of Employee Services in business
Anyone who is interested or has questions
should contact the Recreabon Department at
372-6913. *>5 00 (includes transportation).
Deaf Culture and Issues m Deaf Education
Panel Discussion Sponsored by
Friends of the Deaf, SCEC and Delta Zeta
Wed. March 2nd. 8 p m. 095 Overman

Everyone Welcome"
FREE TUITION!!!!!!
Wm S1776 m the Tuition Raffle Get your tickets in the Union loyer this week for $i each or 6
tickets for >S
KNOW A MASTER TEACHER?
Mommaiion forms for (he 1994
Master Teacher Award
are due March 1 st
Return To:
The Undergraduate Alumni Association

SERVICES OFFERED
PREGNANT?
We can help FREE & CONFOENTIAL pregnancy tests, support & mtormation. BG Preonancy Center. Call 354 HOPE.
Royal Cleaning for your home cleaning
needs Thorough, reliable, experienced and insured. Estimates given. 353-2008.
Will do typing
Si 25/page

GREEKS » CLUBS
EARN
t»-S250 "FOR YOURSELF
plus up to $500 hx your dubl
This fundraiser costs nothing and lasts
one week. Call now and receive a free gift.
1-800-932.0528.Eirt.es.
Dne to music wtrh Take Charge led
by Keith Ma this" Appearing at Founders
Dining Hall tonight only from S 00 to
6 00 Don't talk while you oat. IISIFN
Sponsored by UAO.
Attention Campus Leaders
Applications are now available in 405 Student
Sen/ices for membership into Omicron Delta
Kappa National Leedemhip Honor Society.
Applications are due March 9tn
HeyToml
Don't forget Career Planning & Placement
Orientation meetings for Juniors are TODAY at
3 30. 5 30. 8 7:30 pm in the Union That FREE
Resume Expert Plus is gonna be mine.
Sue

?rt 372-0849 ??'•
LOW ON CASH?
Win a semester's tuition in the HSA Tuiton
Raffle. Buy ttckets in the Union foyer this week
for Si eacn or 6 for 15.
School of HPER
Want ID study In Australia?
Meeting Mar 1.7:30 pm 201 EULC.

Kappa Delta
Congratulates
our new pledges'
WENDY BRATTZ
DEDRAGOLOHOFF
JANISGRUBER
SUZANNE GUTERL
I AIIHI HALDY
KAREN MCCANN
MOLLY SHARP
We love our pledges"!
Kappa Delta

Call Vicki 352 3356

PERSONALS
»i Awesome Spring Breakl Panama City! 8
Days Oceanview Room With Kitchen S119>
Walk To Best Bar j Includes Free Discount
Card - Save $50 On Cover Charges'
1-800*78-8386.
•1 Awesome Spring Break' Best Trips A
Pices' Bahamas Party Cruise 6 Days $279'
Includes 12 Meals 8 6 Free Parbesl Panama
City Room With Kitchen 8 Days $119' Cancun
A Jamaica With Air From Columbus 8 Days
From $4691 Daytona $1491 Key West $2491
Cocoa Beach $15911-800*78-6386

Love.
Ill' Wendy
• Alpha Phi" Alpha Phi * Alpha Phi'

KDELYSEMI0OLETONKD
Congratulations on receiving
the White Rose Award and
on organizing a very successful
Parent's Oayl
AOTWeloveyoulAOT
KD ELYSE MIDOLETON KD

' Fashion Merchandising Major* "
The Limited, Victoria's Secret
Eipreaa. Structure, Lane Bryant
and MORE are coming to Interview
March 9 A 10ft Bring rssums A
unofficial transcript to Co-op Office
238 Ad. Bldg. - NOW - to sign up lean Interview. X-2451 details

The Elementary Education
Student Advisory Board
Get the scoop What is E E A B?
Monday Feb. 28 m 114 Ed. at 9 00
Applications for membership are
available in 529 Ed on fob 28
thru March 7th.

KD KELLY ADAMS KD
Congratulations on receiving
the annual While Roee of Kappa Delia!
We're proud of you I
KD KELLY ADAMS KD

ECCA
Eff Apartment. 215 E. Poe Rd.,
all utils

Management Inc.
2 bdmu., 642 S. Colleae, #1 hai
been recently remodeled, small pet
ok. Available after July 15, 1994
$475/12 mo. (ease

London
Paris
Frankfurt
Madrid

$399*
$399*
$399*
$489*

" fares mroundtno from Ohio aoe based on
rouTOtno purchase T««es and rKPaCtrorrs nvft
apply Call for other wcridw»de dotnabons

CA
Management Inc.

Council Travel

(419)353-5800
Slop in our office located al 1045 N.
Main SI. for a complete list of apb. we

WANTED

Musioans - forming all girl band. Need piano
player, drummer, 2 violins, 2 guitars, 1 bass, 1
marimba and 2 trumpets You supply the taieni. we will farn 726-8534

1 -3 sublessors needed tor
summer. 3 bdrm. Apt. on
Main St. Call 354-0123
or 353-1138

National Park Summer Jobs
•Over 25.000 openings'
(including hotel staff, tour guides, etc.)
Benefits A bonuses!
Apply now for best positions.

2 Female Roommates Wanted for Fall '94 e Spring 'OS. Call Sonia al 353-5826

Wanted ASAP: Female Roommate • havo own
bedroom) $150 a montb plus unities. Available
immediately!! Call 354-0037.5pm-l 1 pm.

Up to 4 subleases - SUMMER ONLY
RentfntVmonih

$750wrk Alaska fishenes this summer. Maritime Services 1-208-860-0219.

\

$4

*

Special Tabloid

352-6333
For sale ScJiwmn Hurricane Mountain Bike.
Almost new, comes w/ lock. Great for sprinQ.
$300-call at 372-3734.
Pagers ■ $99.95 complete w activation.
3 months air time, A local phone number.
Bee Gee Rental a Sales 352-4646.
Woman's Guca Watch
For Sale for »2O0. paid $32S
Call 353*328

FOR RENT

I

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS
800- THIRD ST.
Now renting for 1004-95
(12m/sch. year) and sum 1*4
Fully furnished i BR 4 2 BR Units
Excellent location Reasonable rates
Call 352-4066 or slop by
I he building. #10

Houses -1 A 2 bedroom apartments.
0 month • summer - year leases.
352-7454
MT.VERNONAPTS
802 SIXTH ST.
currently renting for '994-95
spacious, fully furnished 2-bedroom
AX. diswashers. washer/dryer.
1 1/2 baths
Cal 354-0401 or stop by Apt 2.
Nice 2 bdrm. apt. w/ walk-in closet. 1 1/2
bains, dishwasher. $4i0Ano. plus electric
Available now Call 352-7137 after 3 pm.
Now teasing
1 -2-3 bedroom apartments A houses
354-8600 * We do allow pets
One bedroom apartment. 128 S. Summit for
Summer 04 and 04-05 school year.
1-2673341

CEDAR POINT
AMUSSMINT t*A*K/*ISORT
SANDUSKY. OHIO
Want a wnmr job that's more than money and
work enpeoence' Want a fob wheiT you can matie
friends and enjoy free Mne fun?
Cedar Point's 3.500 jobs have what you're
looking for good pay. the chance tor a substantial
bonus, hous-ng available (for 18 and older),
valuable work expenence. a recreabon program and
an entire amusement park and beach to enjoy
when you*re off duty
Stop by and talk to us about the opportunitws
Bowling Green State University
■Job FairTuesday, March 1
10:00 AM -4:00 PM
Union - Ballroom
You dont naod in appointment If you hav*
qunttonv pktaM gw* us a tall it (419) 6)7-22*1

Bowling Green State University
College of Musical Arts
presmo

Cal 352-5166 For Free Delivery |

MZZCI'

ft,,
ZM N. Mia IL, lowing Brian

a

t
REQUIEM

ALL YOU CAN EAT
ITALIAN BUFFET

Richard D. Mathcy, conductor
Soloists

FOR ALL YOUR

Publicaton date-March 9,1994 gasOjp
Deadline date-March 1,1994 M'jjk&

Can 352-9392, John Frobose

Join Us At The Job Fair
1 bedroom apartment. 316 1/2 Ridge. 12
month lease starting in August Tenant pays all
utilities except gas. Gas heat $300'mo. Call
354 2854 (days) A 352-2330 (evemngs)

WEDDING NEEDS

Get students geared up
for their trips!
Advertise in
The BG NEWS

AVAILABLE MAY
i bdrm. furn. ■ 319 1/2 Ridge St

■

„

BG't Most Award - Winning Pizza!

Spring Break

'M SW1MWEAR
COLLEGIATE CONNECTION
S31 RIDGE ST

FAX: 317-336-4922

— — — COUPON — — —
- 1 ITEM
i MEDIUM
65
i PIZZA
/_

Part-time telemarketing position. 8-10
hounvweek. Good communication skills re
quired Please evi 877 S326

FOR RENT FAU
4 bdrm. fum. * 402 S. College
3 bdrm furn.' 831 A835Fifth

FOR SALE

Looking for a summer job thai offers money, experience, room and
board, and a lot of outdoor fun?!? Storer Camps offers opportunities to
work with kids from 2nd to 12th grade as Counselors. Adventure Trip
Leaders, Ropes Course instructors, Horse Riding instructors, and
more!!! Stop by and talk to us at the BGSU Summer Job Fair Tuesday
from 10:30 to 4:00 or call (517) 536-8607 and ask for Billy.

Sun.

Now hmng floor walkers for Uptown Downtown
Inc. Must apply in person in Downtown oe
Iween 9-10 pm Monday thru Fnday

FOR RENT
1 A 2 bedroom apis, funYunfum. Available for
summer, 9 mo. leases. Campus shuttle, heat
included WINTHROPTERRACE352-0135

Traditional Coed Summer Camp
Catskill Mountains New York
Hmng a positions. 1-800-782-5319

YMCA i STORER CAMPS

i

Now hiring experienced barmaids and bartenders lor MI Muggs. Apply at Quarters Party
S»re between the hours of 9 AM to 1 PM

801 4 803 Fifth St. • Free heat
2 bdrm apt. fumisheoVunfurn. washer/dryer.
low pnees1. tree gas heat, water 4 sewer. Call
Newiove Rentals. 352-5620, our only office.

SMALL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIPS Student Sprinkler Services now
has paid summer intern positions available
throughout Ml. IN. OH. Call Stevo immed.
1-800-265-7691

HELP WANTED

7260 South Stony Lake Road Jackson, Michigan 49201
Jackson (517) 536-8607
Toledo (419) 243-1171

Cal: 1-206-545-4604 ext. N5544.

Wooster and 2 bedroom apart-

ments no more than 2 blocks from campus A
vaU. spring and taH. DAG Rentals. 287-3233.

Part-lime Waitresses and Bartenders
Apply at LaRoe's. Grand Rapids.

SUMMER JOBS

.-614-9M-8696
Student Travels magaiinc

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Make up to $2,000 • $4,000 plus/mo. teaching
base conversational English abroad. Japan.
Tarwan. and S Korea Many employers provide room A board and other benefits No
teaching background or Asian languages required. For more Inlormation call: (206)
632-1146 ext J5544

2 Female or Male Roommates Wanted lor
Summer "94 and possibly Fall "94 2 BR Apt •
e Furnished. AIR, Lots of room - call Nick
353-0363

WITH THIS
COUPON
vr**
Additional Items Or
..Chicago Style - 75* Estra

606 1/2 E

IMMEDIATE HELP
10-30 hoursAveok. flexible schedule.
$9 starting pay. No experience necessary
Apply soon. Call 259-1117.

NEED THE DOUGH?
Win SI 776 In the Tuition Raffle. Get your tick
Mi in the Union foyer this week for $1 each or 6
or IS

EXP

Accounting person for small design firm. Must
be experienced and able to work on MAC. Fie«
ibte. part-ome. Call 1 -878-5573.

Help Wanted: Summer Camp Counselors,
Waterfront Director. Horseback Instructors/Director. Outpost Director. YMCA Camp
WHUon. SeHefontaine, OH 1 800-423-0427

Call: 353-6515

Open 4 pm
►Jnon c.i
^"A "\,

530 Manwlle. Small. 3BR house $400 plus utilises 12 month lease only, starting 5/14/94.
Call Steve Smith al 352-8917.

Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All materials provided Send SASE to PO Box 395,
Plains, KS. 60051.

XOXOXOXOXO
We love Our Awesome Diamond Pledges!
Keep up the Good Work!
XOXOXOXOXO

r

Accepting applications for assistant line cook.
5 dose. Fridays & Saturdays Expenence preferred Apply in person at Kaufman's Down
town,

CRUISE LINE Entry level on board
positions avail., summer or year round.
great benefits, free travel (813)229-5478

USG ' USG ' USG
USG Presidential Candidate Debate
in Question and Answer Format
Where: 121 West Hall
When: Thurs , March 3,1994 at 8 p m
Moderated by current USG Pres Jason
Jackson
USG ' USG • USG

320 Elm -Free heat
1 & 2 bdrm apb.. free gas heal, water A sewer.
furnish, close to campus. Call Newiove Rentals
352-5620, our only office.
353 0325 ■ Ca/ty Rentals
211 I Rood lc-5 or 6 sluden's
321 E. Merry -6 bedrooms, new
311 * 316 E Merry-2 bedroom apis
Single rooms for males
Close to campus, fully furnished.
still available for 94/95

COUNSELORS-INSTRUCTORS needed! 100
positions' Coed summer camp. Pocono
Mis.
PA. Good salary 11ps! (908) 689-3339.

Did you know Tau Kappa Epellon
is the largest fraternity in the U.S '
Find out more. Monday - 106B A .9:00

PI KAPPA PHI
Congratulations B-Team on overtime victory!
Great Season. Guysl

309 High - Free heat
2 bdrm apt. lum. free gas neat, water & sewer.
washer & dryer, close to campus. Call Newiove
Rentals 352-5620. our only office

AA ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT JOIN
THE GOLD RUSH TO ALASKA'S FISHERIES
INDUSTRY! EARN S5.000/MO IN CANNER
IES. PROCESSORS. ETC) MALE OR FE
MALE. NO EXPERIENCE REQUIRED
ROOM/BOARD/TRAVEL OFTEN PROVID
EDI GUARANTEED SUCCESSI (919)
929-4398 EXT. A78.

Camp Y-Noah • YMCA camp near Akron is
looking for counselors, waterfront staff. & specially staff lor summer '94. Call Tina at
353-7815 for further Into, or stop A see us at
the Summer Job Fair on Tuesday. March 1.

MASTER TEACHE R AWARD
Nomination lorms are due March t
to the Mi loli Alumni Center

??■ 372-6849 ?r§

8 E. 13th Ave Columbus, OH 43201

have available.

TIME IS RUNNING OUT!

Musioans- forming all girl band. Need piano
player, drummer. 2 violins. 2 guitars, 1 bass, 1
marimba and 2 trumpets. You supply the Talent, we will train 726-8534

Spring Break
Alternatives

starts al $205-210/mo. includes

THE BEST
SPRING BREAK DEAL IN B.G.I
ABSOLUTELY NO HIDDEN COSTS!
Panama City Beach, $139 I hit's all you
pay
Daytona Beach. S99 that'c all you pey
7 nlghta/8 daya. all rooma Ocean Front
Call Scon or Luke 354-1826

KNOW A MASTER TEACHER'
NominaDon forms lor the 1994
Master Teacher Award
ae due March ISL
Return to:
The Undergraduate Alumni Association
Mi let Alumni Center

SPRING BREAK SPECIALS
WV Whitewater Inc. Box 30
Fayelteville. WV 25840 1-800-WVWRAFT.

Management Inc.

COUNSELORS A INSTRUCTORS
noodedl
Private, coed summer camp in PoconoMtns ,
NE Pennsylvania. Lohikan. Box 234BG,
Ken i-worth. NJ. 07033 (908) 276-0998

3 bedroom apartment.
Available immediately
354-8800' We do allow pets.

250

SUMMER JOBS FOR ALL MAJORS
Dont wait to the last minute. Begin
Pan time NOW Earn while you Learn
Business Techniques and improve your
Marketable skills «30Cvweek Scholarships
available Call Tues only for appointment
3524208

KDGRETCHENHIMESKD
Congratulations on being awarded
the annual White Roee of Kappa Delta!
We're proud of you i
KDGRETCHENHIMESKD

Anyone can join a fraternity, not
everyone can build one. Open Rush
Tuesday. March 1st 9:00P.M.
PI KAPPA PHI

BURSAR GOT YOU DOWN?
Win a semester's tuibon m the HSA Tuition
Raffle. Buy tickets in Vie Union foyer this week
for$i each or 6 for $5.

15 to 22 overweight men or women needed to
participate m our weight loss program for acterosing purposes. Must have 15 or more
pounds to lose Call for details 354-4500

DELTA
DELTA
DELTA
DELTA

Tau Kappa Epsllon
Inlormation Nghi Mon., Feb 28th
9 00 P.M. Room 106 B A. Anyone Wekaxr*.

KDCONGRATULATIONSIKD
Congratulations to our scholars:
JENNY BURKEY
LORIKASSERMAN
HghestAveragel
Keep up the good workl
KDCONGRATULATIONSIKD

• Alpha Phi * Alpha Phi ■ Alpha Phi ■
Congratulations to Stephanie Lewis
on her pearling to
Erie Schooley from Miami University

* 10 to 15 overweight men or women needed to
partiapate m our weight loss program lor advertising purposes. Must have 15 or more
pounds to lose. Call lor details - 354-4500

TKETKETKETKE
Information Night Mon.. Feb 28th
9 00PM Room 106 BA. Anyone Welcome

KD CONGRATULATIONS" KD
Hats oft to our scholars:
JENNY BURKEY
LIBBY I UN/
Highest biglil' averogei
KD CONGRATULATIONS" KD

*1 Awesome Spring Break Bahamas Parly
Crutsei 6 Days $2791 Trip Includes Cruise &
Room. 12 Meals A 6 Free Parties' Hurry' This
Will Sell Out' 1-800-678-6366

ATTENTION SPRING BREAKERS!!! Party!
Panama City $129. Daytona $169,
Key West $279. Bahamas $389,
JarnaicsvCancun $469. Padre $279
Quality AcommodaDons, Free Drink Paroesl
Endless Summer. 1-80O-234-7O07.

RUSH KAPPA
RUSH KAPPA
RUSH KAPPA
RUSH KAPPA

MTRAMURALS ENTRIES DUE WOMEN'S 8
COED VOLLEYBALL - Mar. 1: WOMEN'S
SNGLS 8 DBLS RACOUETBALL - Mar. 8;
MEN'S 8 WOMEN'S INDOOR SOCCER Mar
9 ALL ENTRIES DUE BY 4:00 P M ON DUE
DATE IN 130 FIELD HOUSE.

Accounting Students)
So.Jrs.ASrs. needed
for positions In Summer
and or tall 1994. Bring
resume A unofficial transcript
to Co-op Office. 238 Ad. Bldg.
X-2451

Mi ion Alum*. Ce.r.er

PI KAPPA PHI
\nyone can join a fraternity, not
iveryone can build one Open Rush
Tuesday. March 1st 9 00 P.M.

WEDDING STATIONERY

Performed by
Bowling Green Philharmonia

end
ACCESSORIES

Monday Night
5:00 - 8:00 PM
1099 S. Main Street
353-5691

Alma Jean Smith, soprano
Tina Sandor Buncc, mezzo soprano
Hugh K. Smith, tenor
Andreas Poulimenos, baritone

Featuring:

by Carlson Craft

6 Varieties of Pizza
Cavatini Supreme

Invitations
Announcements

Salad Bar

Enclosures, Napkins

Breadsticks
Cinnamon Breadsticks

Attendants Gifts

Reception Items

A Cappella Choir
Collegiate Chorale
Men's Chorus

Women's Chorus
Sunday, March 6, 1994
3:00 p.m.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
University Union
Tickets:
$5 Adults and $3 Students./Sr. Cit.

ALL FOR ONLY $4.99!!!

KLEVl

VEIRV

Call: 419/372-8171 or 800/589-2224

